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A B S T R A C T   

When it first appeared, multimodal fundus imaging revolutionized the diagnostic workup and provided 
extremely useful new insights into the pathogenesis of fundus diseases. The recent addition of quantitative ap-
proaches has further expanded the amount of information that can be obtained. In spite of the growing interest in 
advanced quantitative metrics, the scientific community has not reached a stable consensus on repeatable, 
standardized quantitative techniques to process and analyze the images. Furthermore, imaging artifacts may 
considerably affect the processing and interpretation of quantitative data, potentially affecting their reliability. 
The aim of this survey is to provide a comprehensive summary of the main multimodal imaging techniques, 
covering their limitations as well as their strengths. We also offer a thorough analysis of current quantitative 
imaging metrics, looking into their technical features, limitations, and interpretation. In addition, we describe 
the main imaging artifacts and their potential impact on imaging quality and reliability. The prospect of 
increasing reliance on artificial intelligence-based analyses suggests there is a need to develop more sophisticated 
quantitative metrics and to improve imaging technologies, incorporating clear, standardized, post-processing 
procedures. These measures are becoming urgent if these analyses are to cross the threshold from a research 
context to real-life clinical practice.   

1. Introduction 

The need to capture, analyze and interpret retinal findings dates from 
the dawn of modern ophthalmology. The first picture of the human 
retina was obtained at the end of 19th century (Jackman and Webster, 
1886). From that moment, the realization that retinal imaging could 
furnish a large amount of information stimulated the rapid evolution of 
diagnostic techniques. 

Multimodal imaging has revolutionized the diagnostic and thera-
peutic management of fundus diseases. This set of tools provide a 
detailed morphologic representation of the molecular, pathophysiolog-
ical, anatomic, and functional changes occurring in retinal and choroidal 
tissues (Fogel-Levin et al., 2022). The features of multimodal imaging 
are its rapidity of acquisition, high reproducibility and reliability, slight 
or no patient distress, and non-invasiveness (Fig. 1). Nowadays, retinal 
analysis can no longer do without the holistic approach provided by 
multimodal imaging, referred to probing all relevant information spaces 
for the same sample. The first analyses of multimodal imaging data were 
based on the interpretation of retinal specialists. Although this qualita-
tive approach remains the most commonly used in clinical practice, it 

does have its drawbacks, mainly because it relies on the experience of 
the operators, whose interpretations of the images are by definition 
subjective. More recently, the introduction of even more advanced 
quantitative approaches has considerably reduced the probability of 
misinterpretation of imaging data, expanded the amount of information 
that can be obtained by each imaging modality and provided objective 
methodologies that are easier to reproduce and share. Current 
non-invasive multimodal imaging techniques include real color or 
confocal fundus image acquisition, near infrared reflectance (NIR), 
fundus autofluorescence (FAF), optical coherence tomography (OCT), 
OCT angiography (OCTA), and adaptive optics (Novais et al., 2016). 
These are supported by fluorescein angiography (FA) and 
indocyanine-green angiography (ICGA), which, although older and 
more invasive than the other multimodal imaging techniques, are still 
essential retinal diagnostic tools (Novais et al., 2016). 

In this survey we provide background information on each non- 
invasive imaging modality and discuss in detail the current state of 
quantitative-based approaches and future prospects. 
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2. Background of multimodal imaging techniques 

This section provides a brief description of the technical aspects of 
the main multimodal imaging techniques employed in clinical practice 
and in research settings. 

2.1. Real color and pseudocolor fundus images 

Ordinary cameras were used to take the first non-invasive in-vivo 
pictures in the diagnostic workup of the human retina. The first 
commercially available fundus camera was produced by Carl Zeiss in 
1926 and consisted of a diagnostic instrument based on flood flash 
illumination. Unfortunately, it was handicapped by a very limited field 
of view. The introduction of electronic flashlighting in 1953 (Hansell 
and Beeson, 1953) was an important breakthrough, making it possible to 
take color pictures with a larger field of view. Later, the development of 
the digital systems found in modern fundus cameras enabled images to 
be checked and modified in real time, improving the accuracy of color 
fundus images. This imaging modality is still used in clinical settings, 
and it enjoys the undoubted advantage of being an inexpensive, 
time-saving way of obtaining retinal pictures. However, this technique is 
hamstrung by several weaknesses, including poor resolution, 
operator-dependance, and the need for good pupil dilation. In addition, 
color fundus cameras have remarkably narrow fields of view (30◦ or 
55◦), meaning that only structures at the posterior pole can be properly 
detected. On the other hand, a variety of methods can be used to merge 
several fundus images, thus effectively expanding the field of view. The 
standard way is to use Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study 
(ETDRS) 7-field images, which reach the mid-retinal periphery (ETDRS 
research Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study Research Group, 
1991). At the same time, this diagnostic modality is poorly suited to 
quantitative analyses. The current trend in research is to try to adopt 
artificial intelligence (AI)-based algorithms to identify retinal alterations 
in screening campaigns on large populations (Gulshan et al., 2016; 
Abràmoff et al., 2016, 2018; Gargeya and Leng, 2017; Quellec et al., 
2017; Dong et al., 2021). 

The traditional fundus camera evolved into confocal scanning light 
ophthalmoscope (cSLO) laser-based technology, which was introduced 
at least twenty years ago (Webb and Hughes, 1981; Plesch et al., 1987). 
This imaging approach uses a range of different wavelengths, thus 
detecting information coming from different retinal sources. The core 
components include a laser diode, a scanning unit, optic units, a beam 
splitter, a pinhole, and a photodiode detector (Webb and Hughes, 1981; 
Plesch et al., 1987). The level of detail provided by confocally-based 
technology is considerably higher than that found in previous ap-
proaches. For example, confocal SLO red-free imaging is able to detect 
and quantify the avascular retina region, both in healthy and patho-
logical conditions, with high a level of accuracy and without having to 
employ dye (Shin et al., 2012). 

In color fundus imaging, the picture is the result of the combination 
of different light wavelengths. Two of the most commonly used confocal 
devices are the Heidelberg Spectralis (Heidelberg Eng., Heidelberg, 
Germany) and the NIDEK Mirante (Nidek Co. Ltd., Gamagori, Japan), 
where the multicolor image is the result of the combination of infrared 
reflectance (815 nm excitation), green reflectance (518 nm excitation), 
and blue reflectance (486 nm excitation) images (Li et al., 2018). The 
software recognizes and interprets the signal coming from each single 
image and converts it into pseudocolors. The advantage of the multi-
color confocal system is that it provides more information from different 
signals and enables more post-processing to be performed than a tradi-
tional fundus camera. For instance, in a recent study Arrigo and col-
leagues categorized different subtypes of microaneurysm based on 
reflectance features in a cohort of diabetic retinopathy patients (Arrigo 
et al., 2021a). The green- and red-reflectance features of micro-
aneurysms were particularly useful in highlighting distinctive charac-
teristics: red microaneurysms in the multicolor image corresponded to 
lesions displaying a thin hyperreflective margin and unevenly reflective 
core on structural OCT and full filling on fluorescein angiography, while 
green microaneurysms in the multicolor image were found to be mainly 
hyperreflective on structural OCT and poorly filled on fluorescein 
angiography. In accordance with histological classifications of retinal 
microaneurysms, Arrigo et al. interpreted the red type as perfused 
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vascular alterations with intact endothelium, and the green type as le-
sions sclerosed to a greater or lesser extent (Stitt et al., 1995; Arrigo 
et al., 2021a). Mixed red-green microaneurysms in the multicolor image 
were also described, corresponding to lesions displaying a thick hyper-
reflective margin and a hyporeflective core on structural OCT, and a 
variable filling on fluorescein angiography (Arrigo et al., 2021a); Arrigo 
and colleagues interpreted these types of lesions as microaneurysms in 
the intermediate degenerative stage, as in the histological description 
(Stitt et al., 1995; Arrigo et al., 2021a). Conversely, multicolor confocal 
imaging is more affected by artifacts and media opacities than tradi-
tional fundus cameras (Tan et al., 2016), although recent 
post-processing correction tools are trying to reduce the gap between the 
two techniques. Where multicolor confocal imaging demonstrated a 

clear superiority compared with traditional fundus cameras was in 
detecting vitreoretinal interface disorders and in the epiretinal mem-
brane (Kilic Muftuoglu et al., 2018; Song et al., 2019). The green reflex 
characterizing the epiretinal membrane on multicolor imaging made it 
easily detectable and more clearly outlined than traditional in color 
fundus imaging. These are just examples of the potential application of 
multicolor confocal imaging analysis in fundus diseases. Although 
multicolor confocal imaging is a relatively recent technique, we believe 
it is still underused both in clinical and research settings. Further studies 
might provide new insights into the possible role of multicolor confocal 
imaging in retinal diagnostics, encouraging its more widespread use. 

Ultrawide field (UWF) technology is a relatively recent addition to 
fundus imaging. This technology achieves a field of view >200◦ with a 

Fig. 1. Multimodal imaging findings in a healthy eye. The confocal multicolor image (A) shows a homogeneous distribution of infrared, green and blue light 
wavelengths. The BAF image (B) features central hypoautofluorescence secondary to a higher concentration of melanin than lipofuscin, and isofluorescent signal over 
the entire posterior pole. The NIR image (C) is characterized by central hyperautofluorescence induced by a high concentration of melanin and a diffuse hypo-
autofluorescent signal in the rest of the posterior pole. Structural OCT (D) provides a histology-like representation of retinal and choroidal layers with very high 
definition and accuracy. OCTA reconstructions of healthy superficial capillary plexus (E), deep capillary plexus (F), and choriocapillaris (G), with no evident signs of 
imaging artifacts, are also shown. 
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single picture, thus exposing to view the entire retina up to the extreme 
periphery (Oishi et al., 2014). UWF imaging does not require pupil 
dilation and is highly compatible with conventional techniques, such as 
ETDRS 7-field images, in grading diabetic retinopathy stages (Silva 
et al., 2012; Kernt et al., 2012; Rasmussen et al., 2015; Aiello et al., 
2019). In essence, it is another confocally-based technology, and as such 
is subject to pseudocolors and similar artifacts. AI algorithms have also 
been employed in UWF fundus assessment in screening studies, with 
good results (Wang et al., 2018; Nagasawa et al., 2019). Other clinically 
relevant contributions of UWF technology are described in the section 
on FAF imaging. There is no question that UWF imaging has been a 
valuable addition to retinal diagnostics. However, the high costs asso-
ciated with this technique curtail its employment in clinical practice. 
Combining the benefits of traditional fundus cameras and 
confocally-based technology will undoubtedly constitute a step forward. 
From this point of view, the Eidon (CenterVue, Padua, Italy) and Clarus 
500 (Carl Zeiss Meditec AG) True-Color wide-field confocal scanners 
(Olvera-Barrios et al., 2020, 2021; A. Chen et al., 2021), are promising 
new developments.  

1. Infrared and Near-infrared reflectance 

Reflectance cameras employ SLO technology with different wave-
length excitation filters. Infrared reflectance works with 820 nm exci-
tation, whereas NIR reflectance has 787 nm excitation. Infrared light is 
greatly absorbed by hemoglobin, whether oxygenated or not, and water 
(Elsner et al., 1996). These two non-invasive imaging modalities, 
adopted both in traditional fundus cameras and cSLO devices, are widely 
used in clinical and research settings. cSLO-based technology is a highly 
effective way of obtaining good quality and reliable images, especially in 
view of the very poor resolution and significant effect of media opacities 

on flash fundus cameras. Thanks to its high penetration, infrared 
reflectance can pinpoint subretinal structures and provide greater detail 
than other imaging modalities (Elsner et al., 1996). Infrared reflectance 
is more successful than color fundus imaging in picking out several deep 
retinal alterations, including drusen, retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) 
detachment, and neovascular membranes (Ly et al., 2016a,b), as well as 
providing a very accurate, non-invasive delineation of large retinal and 
choroidal vessels. Furthermore, infrared reflectance has been found to 
be very useful in the field of vitreoretinal alterations, as it is very good at 
detecting alterations such as retinoschisis, retinal detachment and epi-
retinal membrane (Banda et al., 2019). 

NIR imaging has become increasingly popular in recent years, due to 
its ability to highlight the distribution of melanin and its alterations 
(Elsner et al., 1996; Keilhauer and Delori, 2006). Indeed, one of the 
features of melanin is its considerable capacity to reflect this wavelength 
(Elsner et al., 1996; Keilhauer and Delori, 2006). NIR imaging provides a 
very detailed profile of the status of the macula, where melanin is highly 
concentrated, thus making it possible to carry out a thorough assessment 
of macular alterations secondary to subretinal debris, atrophy or neo-
vascular complications (Theelen et al., 2009; Grieve et al., 2018; 
Abdelfattah et al., 2020; Vaz-Pereira et al., 2020). The high concentra-
tion of melanin in the foveal and perifoveal regions leads the NIR image 
to exhibit a central hyperreflectivity, surrounded by overall hypore-
flectivity in normal conditions. NIR imaging has proved useful in 
detecting foveal sparing in retinal diseases involving central degenera-
tion and macular atrophy (Lindner et al., 2017; Bax et al., 2019). In 
addition, NIR imaging is extremely useful in detecting choroidal nevi, 
due to the high melanin content in this kind of lesion (Fig. 2). Battaglia 
Parodi and colleagues previously highlighted the usefulness of NIR im-
aging in early stages of age-related macular degeneration (AMD) (Bat-
taglia Parodi et al., 2020), as well as in benign foveal depigmentation 

Fig. 2. Multimodal imaging findings in a choroidal nevus. The multicolor image (A) shows a round lesion localized near the superior vascular arcades. The BAF 
image (B) detects some alterations of the lipofuscin component, with hyperautofluorescent spots localized within the borders of the lesion. Conversely, the NIR image 
is extremely precise in detecting the increased melanin component characterizing the nevus (C). Interestingly, the hyperautofluorescent regions on BAF correspond to 
areas of decreased reflectance on NIR. Structural OCT (D) shows a hyporeflective choroidal lesion altering the retinal profile; the altered regions on BAF and NIR 
correspond to drusen, a relatively common finding in choroidal nevi. 
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(Parodi et al., 2020a), since it was able to detect more alterations than 
other imaging modalities. In addition, the modality demonstrated that 
central, round, NIR hyporeflectivity is the detectable alteration that 
characterizes the subclinical stage of Best Vitelliform Macular Disease 
(Parodi et al., 2014, 2020b). NIR imaging has also proved useful in 
detecting early retinal alterations secondary to pentosan macular 
toxicity (Wang et al., 2021), neurofibromatosis 1 (Viola et al., 2012), 
and polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy (Zhang et al., 2015; Simhaee 
et al., 2020). 

Like all the other imaging modalities, infrared reflectance and NIR 
imaging are potentially affected by artifacts. Furthermore, both 
continue to be hampered by limited fields of view (up to 100◦ in the 
Heidelberg wide-field lens and infrared NIDEK Mirante with wide-field 
adapter), since these are not available in ultrawide field devices (Banda 
et al., 2019). 

Retromode imaging is a relatively recent development in the field, 
made possible by the introduction of confocal technology. This approach 
is based on retro-illumination, in which abnormal fundus features throw 
a shadow, thus enhancing their contrast and outline (Lee et al., 2014). 
Retromode imaging has been employed to analyze in detail several 
disease-related features, including macular edema, retinoschisis, and 
drusen (Lee et al., 2014).  

2. Fundus autofluorescence 

The introduction of fundus autofluorescence was a key advance in 
retinal diagnostics. This imaging modality exploits the capacity of 
certain retinal structures to act as fluorophores, that is chemical com-
pounds that re-emit light upon light excitation. Like color fundus and 
infrared imaging, autofluorescence can be obtained by flashlight fundus 
cameras or by cSLO technology, the latter providing higher quality 
images. The retina’s autofluorescence is used by a detector to generate 
images reflecting the biochemical integrity of retinal structures. Each 
fluorophore has its own excitatory wavelength and emitting wave-
length. The best known retinal fluorophore is lipofuscin, which has an 
excitation of 440–470 nm and 510–700 nm emission (Eldred and Katz, 
1988; Croce and Bottiroli, 2014; Yung et al., 2016). These optical 
properties mean lipofuscin is easily detected by blue-light fundus 
autofluorescence (BAF), which has an excitation of 486 nm. BAF is the 
most widely used fundus autofluorescence imaging modality in clinical 
practice. Since lipofuscin characterizes the retinal pigment epithelium, 
BAF can provide detailed information regarding its structural integrity. 
In healthy conditions, a BAF image typically displays a central hypo-
autofluorescence surrounded by overall isoauto fluorescence. The cen-
tral BAF hypoautofluorescence, perfectly matched with the area of 
increased NIR reflectance, can be explained if we consider that the 
foveal and perifoveal regions contain greater concentrations of melanin 
than lipofuscin. The applications of BAF imaging cover all retinal and 
choroidal diseases, including AMD, diabetic retinopathy, central serous 

Fig. 3. Multimodal imaging findings in a case of 
Stargardt cone-rod dystrophy. The confocal multi-
color image (A) shows diffuse alterations of posterior 
pole pigmentation. These are better highlighted by 
the BAF image (B), where hyperautofluorescent flecks 
(green asterisk) are clearly visible, together with 
sparse hypoautofluorescent alterations, correspond-
ing to reabsorbed flecks or complete outer retinal 
atrophy (red asterisk). Structural OCT (C) shows the 
outer retinal alterations typical of this early stage of 
Stargardt disease very effectively. One can see an 
example of a masking effect with choroidal shadow-
ing next to the bigger subretinal debris (green 
asterisk), and an evident window effect with 
choroidal hypertransmission by the complete outer 
retinal atrophy (red asterisk). OCTA shows a partially 
spared superficial capillary plexus (D), an impaired 
deep capillary plexus (E) with FAZ enlargement and 
regions of reduced perfusion signal. Moreover, the 
choriocapillaris (F) is considerably impaired, with 
extensive regions of flow voids. It is worth noting the 
presence of a masking artifact in the region of the big 
subretinal debris (green asterisk).   
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chorioretinopathy and retinal dystrophies (Batıoğlu et al., 2015; L. Chen 
et al., 2021; Kwan and Fawzi, 2019; Han et al., 2020; Pichi et al., 2018). 
The importance of BAF imaging in clinical practice is highlighted by the 
fact that the BAF modality plays a central role in the evaluation of retinal 
atrophy by detecting partial atrophy, i.e. questionable decreased auto-
fluorescence (QDAF), and complete atrophy, known as definitely 
decreased autofluorescence (DDAF) (Sadda et al., 2018) (Figs. 3 and 4). 
In addition, BAF imaging is a valuable tool for monitoring the progres-
sion of geographic atrophy (Fig. 5). The combined use of BAF and NIR 
imaging modalities is also able to reveal changes associated with pla-
quenil macular toxicity earlier than other imaging techniques (Fig. 6). 

BAF imaging has benefitted from the introduction of the ultra-wide 
field (UWF). The combined use of pseudocolor fundus and BAF imag-
ing modalities expanded the range of alterations occurring in fundus 
diseases. One of the most impressive examples of this advance was the 
case of Stargardt disease. Despite the condition being considered just a 
central degenerative process, UWF-BAF was able to distinguish several 
distinct patterns, with greater and greater involvement of the mid and 
extreme retinal periphery (Klufas et al., 2018). In a recent study, Arrigo 
and colleagues highlighted the correlation between the extension of 
peripheral alterations and central impairment in Stargardt disease, 
underlining the usefulness of UWF-based assessment in clinical practice 
(Arrigo et al., 2020a). Similarly, UWF-BAF imaging has provided new 
insights regarding peripheral retinal involvement in many other retinal 

and choroidal diseases, including age-related macular degeneration, 
diabetic retinopathy, and retinal dystrophies (Guduru et al., 2017; 
Forshaw et al., 2019; Ashraf et al., 2020b; Hariri et al., 2018). 

In central serous chorioretinopathy, UWF imaging has detected re-
gions of hyperpermeability extending outside the retinal vascular ar-
cades, and provided better detailing of the descending tracts typical of 
the chronic form of the disease (Pang et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2016b). 
Furthermore, the UWF approach has proved useful in evaluating retinal 
morphology and posterior staphyloma in high myopia, and in moni-
toring the progression of the disease (Oh et al., 2022). 

Green-light autofluorescence (GAF) is a more recent auto-
fluorescence modality characterized by 518 nm excitation. GAF targets 
central alterations in particular, since it is less absorbed by lutein, 
zeaxanthin, and meso-zeaxanthin than BAF (Delori et al., 2001; Wolf--
Schnurrbusch et al., 2011). This means that GAF should perform better 
in detecting small central alterations than BAF. There is high agreement 
between GAF and BAF, although GAF might be superior in cases where 
the level of light excitation is lower (Pfau et al., 2017; Müller et al., 
2018). However, owing to GAF’s relative novelty and its scarcity in 
commercial devices, its role in clinical practice remains to be defined 
and more studies are warranted to draw firm conclusions about the 
features distinguishing BAF and GAF.  

3. Optical coherence tomography 

Fig. 4. Multimodal imaging findings in a case of 
retinitis pigmentosa rod-cone dystrophy. The 
confocal multicolor image (A) shows diffuse 
pigmentation changes extending over the vascular 
arcades, with peripheral pigmented bone spiculae. 
The BAF image (B) considerably improved the 
amount of information regarding the peripheral 
involvement, also pinpointing the typical hyper-
autofluorescent perifoveal Hobson Older ring, inter-
preted as a sign of RPE/photoreceptors complex 
hyperreactivity. The structural OCT (C) shows the 
complete disappearance of the outer retinal bands, 
with central sparing. Increased reflectivity of the 
choroid can be seen in the peripheral regions – a sign 
of RPE disruption. Moreover, vitreomacular interface 
alterations, with early epiretinal membrane and par-
tial loss of the foveal depression, are also visible. 
OCTA shows a partially spared superficial capillary 
plexus (D), with evident reduction of the FAZ area, 
which can be interpreted as the consequence of the 
tractional force leading to the partial loss of the 
foveal depression. The deep capillary plexus (E) is 
impaired, with FAZ enlargement and peripheral pro-
jections artifacts. The choriocapillaris (F) is also 
considerably impaired.   
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OCT technology has revolutionized the diagnostics of fundus dis-
eases (Costa et al., 2006; Drexler and Fujimoto, 2008). Introduced in 
1991 (Huang et al., 1991), this non-invasive approach based on the 
Michelson interferometry principle (Smith and Dobson, 1989) evolved 
extremely fast and has now reached an almost histological level of 

accuracy. Various other OCT technologies have been developed, 
including time domain OCT (Huang et al., 1991), spectral domain OCT 
(Wojtkowski et al., 2004; Potsaid et al., 2008), and swept source OCT 
(Marschall et al., 2010; Klein et al., 2011; Laíns et al., 2021). However, 
whereas Fourier domain OCT performed radically better than time 

Fig. 5. The role of BAF, IR, and structural OCT on the 
diagnostic workup of geographic atrophy progres-
sion. This is a case of geographic atrophy followed for 
six years. The baseline image (A) shows a partial 
macular sparing with choroidal thinning, increased 
choroidal transmission, pseudodrusen, and attenua-
tion of external retinal bands, together with extra-
macular atrophic spots. BAF, IR, and structural OCT 
record the progression of the outer retinal alterations 
effectively, showing the progressive enlargement of 
the atrophic area, the involvement of the macula, 
further choroidal thinning and increased choroidal 
hypertransmission, on 1-year (B), 2-year (C), 3-year 
(D), 4-year (E), and 5-year (F) follow-ups. At the 6- 
year follow-up (G), complete outer retinal atrophy 
involves almost the entire posterior pole.   
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domain, replacing it, the differences in quality between spectral domain 
and swept source OCT devices was not so marked, thus rendering both 
forms of OCT technologies of choice for ocular diagnostics. The most 
evident limitation of spectral domain technology compared with swept 
source is the former’s inferior choroidal penetration and therefore 
higher signal attenuation in the imaging of the deeper layers. However, 
this limitation has been partially reduced by the introduction of 
“enhanced depth imaging” technology, which is basically a way of 
obtaining an inverted acquisition of the eye to highlight choroidal 
structures (Spaide et al., 2008; Margolis and Spaide, 2009). The main 
technical differences between the above OCT systems are set out in 
Table 1. 

OCT data can be analyzed considering the single transversal OCT 
image (A-scan), consecutive cross-sectional, transversal A-scans (B- 
scan), or the axial projection of the B-scan image (enface). The con-
ventional way of analyzing the images is based on the interpretation of 
the hyperreflective or hyporeflective properties of ocular structures. The 
main sources of hyperreflective and hyporeflective signals are shown in 
Table 2.  

4. Optical coherence tomography angiography 

OCTA is a recently developed form of OCT-based technology. 
Introduced in 2013 (Kim et al., 2013; Choi et al., 2013), it is designed to 
perform a noninvasive assessment of intraretinal vascular network 
integrity. OCTA is based on the acquisition of a large number of A-scans 
(up to 100,000 A-scans/second) to assess the reflectivity changes in 
small particles by calculating a decorrelation signal. It is believed that 
the motion of erythrocytes can be captured by very dense, high-speed 
acquisitions, and in this way the path followed by red blood cells can 
be reconstructed, reproducing the intraretinal vascular network (Kim 
et al., 2013; Choi et al., 2013; Schwartz et al., 2014; Kashani et al., 
2017). OCTA technology is excellently described in greater technical 
detail by Tan et al. (2020). OCTA devices are based either on spectral 
domain or swept source technologies. The resulting signal can be 
analyzed either by plotting on a structural OCT B-scan or by the enface 
visualization of the vascular network. OCTA technology has undoubted 
advantages, especially in terms of offering a detailed visualization of the 
intraretinal capillaries and of the choriocapillaris. Indeed, the separate 
analysis of superficial capillary plexus, intermediate capillary plexus, 
deep capillary plexus, radial peripapillary capillaries and chorioca-
pillaris, which is not possible with conventional fluorescein angiography 
and indocyanine-green angiography, can be done with OCTA, achieving 
exceptional detail (Spaide et al., 2018). Moreover, as shown in the 
chapter dedicated to quantitative analyses, OCTA information can be 
improved considerably by applying post-processing imaging techniques. 
The main disadvantages of this technology are the limited field of view, 
which means it is confined to the posterior pole region, the high number 
of potential artifacts, and the lack of functional information such as 
fluorescein leakage (Spaide et al., 2018). The literature is full of well 
described examples of the utility of OCTA in clinical practice. However, 
it is essential to keep in mind certain fundamental technical aspects 
when working with OCTA data. First of all, OCTA cannot by itself pro-
vide the full picture of a retina’s vascular status. The detection of motion 
and the subsequent reconstruction of retinal capillaries depends on the 
blood flow. Indeed, OCTA can capture the signals emitted in a given 

Fig. 6. The role of BAF and NIR imaging in plaquenil retinal toxicity. The plaquenil retinal toxicity is much more evident, with a well-defined region of hypo-
autofluorescence in the BAF image (D), and appearing much larger in the NIR image (E). Structural OCT (F) shows evident alterations of the outer retinal bands. 
Interestingly, both cases highlight the role of NIR imaging in providing much more information than the other imaging modalities. 

Table 1 
Technical specifications of different optical coherence tomography technologies.  

OCT 
technology 

Acquisition 
Wavelength 
(nm) 

Scanning Speed 
(A-scans/second) 

Axial 
Resolution 
(μm) 

Transverse 
Resolution 
(μm) 

Time 
Domain 

800 400 10 20 

Spectral 
Domain 

840 27.000–70.000 5–8 14–20 

Swept 
Source 

1050 100.000–400.000 5 20  
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range of flows, which is a function of the acquisition speed. Moreover, 
OCTA-based detection is also influenced by the number of particles 
passing through a given volume. For these reasons, OCTA can only 
provide part of all the vascular information concerning the retina. This is 
why OCTA and dye-based angiography are quite substantially mis-
matched. It is also harder to distinguish arteries and veins with OCTA 
than with dye-based angiography. Some authors have tried to make this 
differentiation easier by viewing the veins as originating from vortices 
within the deep capillary plexus (Xu et al., 2019). However, this matter 
remains a challenge for OCTA technology. 

The main advantages and disadvantages of each angiographic mo-
dality are shown in Table 3. 

To summarize briefly, OCTA can provide an unprecedented level of 
morphological detail in vascular structures, although it is less able to 
provide the same standard of functional information regarding the status 
of the blood retinal barriers and is more prone to artifacts and blood flow 
speed than dye-based angiographies. A classic example showing up the 
divergence between OCTA and fluorescein angiography regards the 
detection of retinal microaneurysms. Since the blood flow within 
microaneurysms is highly heterogeneous and includes both laminar and 
turbulent flows, OCTA-based detection of retinal microaneurysms may 
be highly variable, and to date cannot be compared with fluorescein 
angiography (Parrulli et al., 2021). In a previous study, Arrigo et al. tried 
to assess the factors associated with the different sizes of the neovascular 
lesions detected by OCTA and FA/ICGA angiography. As measured with 
FA/ICGA, the area of macular neovascularization is larger than the area 
measured with OCTA; this is especially evident in type 1 lesions (Cos-
tanzo et al., 2016; Haas et al., 2021). Arrigo et al. found that the size 

discrepancy between FA/ICGA angiography and OCTA reconstruction is 
strongly influenced by the reflective properties of the neovascular lesion 
(Arrigo et al., 2021a). The divergence in size is related to the low 
reflectivity signal typical of the neovascular network, which can be 
explained by the presence of neovascular regions displaying less and 
slower perfusion (Arrigo et al., 2021a). The delayed filling theory is also 

Table 2 
Main source of hyperreflective and hyporeflective signals detected by structural 
optical coherence tomography retinal examination.  

Hyperreflective Hyporeflective 

Physiologic 
Signal 

Disease related change Physiologic 
Signal 

Disease related 
change 

Choroidal 
stroma 

Acute ischemia Ganglion cell 
layer 

Intraretinal fluid 

External 
limiting 
membrane 

Calcification Inner nuclear 
layer 

Subretinal fluid 

Inner 
plexiform 
layer 

Cotton wool spot Outer 
nuclear layer 

Pigment 
epithelium 
detachment 
(serous) 

Internal 
limiting 
membrane 

Drusen Choroidal 
vessels 

Retinoschisis 

Outer 
plexiform 
layer 

Epiretinal membrane Vitreous 
body  

Outer retinal 
bands 

Fibrosis  

Posterior 
hyaloid 
membrane 

Haemorrhage 

Retinal nerve 
fiber layer 

Hard exudates 

Retinal 
pigment 
epithelium 

Hyperrefleflective foci  

Macular 
neovascularization 
Microaneurysm 
Outer retinal tubulation 
Pigment epithelium 
detachment (drusenoid, 
vascolarized, mixed) 
Pseudodrusen 
Subretinal hyperreflective 
material 
Vitritis  

Table 3 
The main advantages and disadvantages of retinal angiographic diagnostic 
modalities.   

PROs CONs 

Fluorescein 
angiography 

Faster acquisition requires less 
patient collaboration 

Scant information about 
deeper capillaries and 
choriocapillaris 

Large field of view up to 200◦

ultrawide field 
Scant information 
regarding neovascular 
network morphology 

High sensitivity in detecting 
retinal filling delays 

Leakage-related masking 
effects 

High quality reconstructions 
of retinal microaneurysms 

“Choroidal flush” limiting 
choroidal network 
visualization 

Functional information 
(leakage/staining) 

Lower opportunities to use 
post-processing 
quantitative approaches 

Full size detection of 
neovascular membranes 

Lower images resolution 

Clinically useful information 
also in extremely altered 
retinal morphology 

Invasivity 

High sensitivity in detecting 
vessels alterations (e.g. 
vasculitis, intraretinal 
microvascular abnormalities)  

Indocyanine-green 
angiography 

Faster acquisition requires less 
patient collaboration 

Scant information 
regarding neovascular 
network morphology 

Large field of view up to 200◦

ultrawide field 
Leakage-related masking 
effects 

Full size detection of 
neovascular membranes 

Lower opportunities to use 
post-processing 
quantitative approaches 

High quality visualization of 
choroidal vascular network 
(early-intermediate phases) 

Low images resolution 

High quality visualization of 
choriocapillaris filling (late 
phase) 

Invasivity 

High sensitivity in detecting 
sub-retinal pigment 
epithelium neovascular 
lesions  
High sensitivity in detecting 
pachychoroid-related defects 

Optical coherence 
tomography 
angiography 

Unprecedent level of 
morphological detail of 
intraretinal vascular network 
and choriocapillaris 

Slower acquisition 
requiring high patient 
collaboration 
No functional information 
(leakage, staining, filling 
delay) 

Unprecedent level of 
morphological detail of 
neovascular lesions 

No discrimination 
between filling delay and 
ischemia 

High sensitivity in detecting 
macular hypoperfusion/ 
ischemia 

High number of potential 
artifacts 

High usage of post-processing 
quantitative approaches 

Limited field of view 

Rapid technological evolution Limited choroidal 
network information 

Non-invasivity Not full-size detection of 
neovascular membranes 

High images resolution Poorly reliable in those 
cases with extremely 
altered retinal 
morphology  
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supported by the fact that in all these studies the OCTA-FA/ICGA 
angiography size divergence was only detected by comparing OCTA 
size with late-phase angiographic size, thus highlighting OCTA’s limited 
range of sensitivity On the other hand, OCTA can identify morphological 
features less suited to FA/ICGA angiography. OCTA uses the reflective 
properties of the neovascular capillaries to distinguish immature lesions 
from mature, as well as neovascularizations that have already been 
treated. This is because mature lesions appear thicker and more hyper-
reflective than immature lesions (Xu et al., 2018). Moreover, OCTA can 
identify many morphological details, including secondary vascular 
branching, peripheral vascular arcades, and anastomotic loops (Xu et al., 
2018). OCTA sometimes reveals the neovascular network in cases where 
the neovascular lesion’s small size and the widespread presence of 
leakage make dye-based diagnosis inconclusive (Inoue et al., 2016). 
Another element to consider is the fact that OCTA is prone to 
noise-related effects, producing false flow signals (Cole et al., 2017). In 
addition, OCTA can provide very limited information regarding the 
choroidal vascular network compared with dye-based angiography, 
since the choroidal signal is highly attenuated by the presence of the 
retinal pigment epithelium. For all these reasons, while OCT revolu-
tionized fundus disease diagnostics, OCTA can only be considered a very 
useful step forwards – not an alternative to FA/ICGA angiography. 

3. Quantitative approaches in multimodal imaging 

In this section we discuss the main aim of the present survey, namely 
the role of quantitative post-processing approaches designed to expand 
the amount of information obtained by non -invasive multimodal im-
aging techniques.  

1. What is a biomarker? 

The term “biomarker” is actually a redundant expression in the field 
of quantitative multimodal imaging and is employed by researchers to 
indicate a quantitative imaging finding. However, we felt it might be 
useful to define what a biomarker really is. According to the dictionary 
definition, a biomarker is “a naturally occurring molecule, gene, or 
characteristic by which a particular pathological or physiological pro-
cess, disease, etc. can be identified”. At the same time, the term 
parameter is defined as “a numerical or other measurable factor forming 
one of a set that defines a system or sets the conditions of its operation”. 
Similarly, the term metric is defined as “a system or standard of mea-
surement”. Bearing these in mind, the use of the term biomarker to 
define a quantitative multimodal imaging finding is inappropriate. 
Indeed, post-processing quantitative approaches are based on the 
application of mathematical rules and methods to investigate images’ 
quantitative features. But since the term biomarker is the most 
frequently encountered in current literature, we will continue to use it in 
the present survey too. Even so, we feel this confusion might be the first 
sign of the need to reach a consensus regarding quantitative multimodal 
imaging terms before more serious misunderstandings occur.  

2. Why use multimodal and not unimodal imaging? 

While multimodal imaging techniques are the cornerstone of 
research into retinal and choroidal diseases, they are now also funda-
mental in clinical practice. As described above, every imaging modality 
is able to provide highly detailed information regarding retinal and 
choroidal status by investigating various biophysical properties. 
Confocally-based fundus images can explore the biochemical properties 
of the eye and its alterations, assessing the distribution of retinal fluo-
rophores and the nature of a given lesion. OCT-based technology can 
rightly be considered the de facto in-vivo histology of the eye, charac-
terized as it is by an incomparable level of accuracy. It will surely be 
further developed in the near future by improving the resolution and 
acquiring the capacity to perform dedicated analyses of each retinal and 

choroidal component. OCTA has considerably reduced reliance on dye- 
based angiography in macular region diagnostics, removing the 
nuisance of leakage and providing unparalleled detail of the morphology 
of retinal and choroidal vasculature. This level of performance has not 
yet been reached in the periphery of the eye, although the next technical 
improvements are likely to concentrate on reliably increasing the OCTA 
examination’s field of view. Incorporating all this information is making 
the diagnostic workup of retinal and choroidal diseases faster and more 
accurate than in the past. The technical demands on ophthalmologists 
are not so great and the new generation of devices is making multimodal 
imaging acquisition less time consuming. At all events, the amount of 
information obtained by a good multimodal imaging assessment more 
than makes up for the effort required. Furthermore, as discussed in detail 
below, the introduction of quantitative approaches is opening up a fresh 
field of investigation that focuses on discovering the functionality of the 
eye and its components. In this case, at the moment, great technical 
demands are made of operators intending to perform quantitative 
multimodal imaging analyses, although the aim is to provide automatic 
ways to extract multimodal imaging metrics in future. This will make it 
easier to ensure that quantitative approaches become more widespread.  

3. Quantitative metrics in real color and confocal fundus images 

Real color and pseudocolor fundus images have seldom been used to 
perform quantitative analyses so far. Indeed, other techniques such as 
fundus autofluorescence and OCT-based approaches have proved to be 
far better at quantifying the size and extension of retinal alterations. On 
the other hand, as already described above, AI-based approaches to 
detecting retinal alterations have been tested several times as the 
possible basis for diagnostic tests and screening campaigns. However, 
this kind of investigation is still confined to the research context and 
would require further validation before being considered for widespread 
use in real-life settings.  

4. Quantitative metrics in infrared and near-infrared reflectance 

Infrared and NIR reflectance images have not yet been subjected to 
advanced quantitative analysis. From the qualitative point of view, 
owing to the penetration achieved by infrared reflectance, this modality 
is very sensitive to different kinds of alterations in the outer retina, 
including subretinal debris, atrophy, and exudation (Ly et al., 2016a,b). 
This is why IR imaging is considered better than color fundus in 
detecting these kinds of alterations and it can be used to quantify their 
extensiveness through segmentation tools already included in the soft-
ware of diagnostic devices. NIR imaging is highly sensitive to melanin 
changes, which also occur in the absence of other kinds of alterations 
detectable with different imaging modalities (Parodi et al., 2014, 2020b; 
Battaglia Parodi et al., 2020). As a result, segmentation tools are used in 
NIR images to quantify the extent of melanin defects at the posterior 
pole. NIR imaging can also be useful in detecting choroidal melanosome 
anomalies (Parrozzani et al., 2015), as well as choroidal nevi (Vallabh 
et al., 2016). 

All the same, there is a sense that these imaging modalities might 
offer much more information and are currently under exploited. Indeed, 
confocally-based imaging modalities have the potential to provide a 
fingerprint of the retina’s molecular and metabolic features (Abouali-
zadeh and Hirschmugl, 2018). Each retinal component is characterized 
by a specific spectrochemical profile, which can potentially be identified 
and quantitatively analyzed (Aboualizadeh and Hirschmugl, 2018). 
Interesting possibilities might arise from considering these imaging 
modalities as ways of quantifying the specific absorption and scattering 
of retinal coefficients for each patient, so as to plan the best possible 
laser or photodynamic treatment (Yust et al., 2012). As for the so-called 
“photo bio modulation” technique, which is seen as a way of promoting 
retinal recovery by administering low-energy IR or NIR light (Eells et al., 
2016; Rono and Oliver, 2020), quantitative approaches might be 
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applicable here too in future to optimize the diagnostic workup and 
treatment strategies for patients. As an example of NIR’s hidden po-
tential, a recent study tested the efficacy and safety of retinal 
photoreceptor-binding upconversion nanoparticles in a rodent model 
(Ma et al., 2019). These are biocompatible NIR light nanoantennae 
designed to improve retinal photoreceptor function, expanding the 
current limits of a patient’s visual functions. These advances in the field 
of nanotechnology may pave the way for future diagnostic and thera-
peutic biomedical applications (Ma et al., 2019).  

5. Quantitative metrics in fundus autofluorescence 

BAF and GAF are pivotal multimodal imaging modalities, both in 
clinical practice and in the research context. Due to its very high 
sensitivity in detecting lipofuscin changes, BAF is nowadays considered 
an essential diagnostic methodology, and even more advanced quanti-
tative approaches are being introduced to extend the amount of infor-
mation it can provide (Schmitz-Valckenberg et al., 2021). The 
manufacturer’s software accompanying BAF devices already includes 
segmentation tools to measure the extent of the hyperautofluorescent 
and hypoautofluorescent alterations. Measuring the degree of DDAF and 
QDAF displayed in a range of retinal and choroidal diseases, including 
AMD and Stargardt disease, are clinically useful ways of evaluating the 
rate of a retinal atrophy’s progression (Strauss et al., 2017; Fleckenstein 
et al., 2018). When considering the progression of retinal atrophy, it is 
important to match quantitative and qualitative BAF imaging informa-
tion. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that BAF patterns of geographic 
atrophy are strictly related to the rate of progression (Holz et al., 2007). 
BAF detects the presence of hyperautofluorescent regions surrounding 
the atrophy, and the size is directly associated with the atrophy’s rate of 
progression (Schmitz-Valckenberg et al., 2006). The imaging-based 
interpretation of the hyperautofluorescent perilesional region is a 
reactive phenomenon of the RPE. Interestingly, a recent histological 
study revealed that the hyperautofluorescent region displays hypertro-
phic RPE associated with increased inflammation and microglia acti-
vation (Bonilha et al., 2020), thus reinforcing the strict relationship 

between confocal fundus autofluorescence and the biochemical prop-
erties of retinal structures. Moreover, careful attention is paid to the 
characteristics of the atrophic perimeter. In particular, atrophy circu-
larity, defined as the ratio of area to perimeter squared, is evaluated in 
close association with the retinal degeneration’s varying rate of pro-
gression, since the more circular a lesion, the slower the atrophy’s rate of 
progression (Domalpally et al., 2013; Romano et al., 2021a). Artificial 
intelligence-based approaches are currently being explored as a possible 
means of performing the automatic recognition and segmentation of 
retinal alterations revealed by BAF images, as well as of attempting to 
predict the progression of fundus diseases (Arslan et al., 2020, 2021). A 
notable boost has been provided by quantitative autofluorescence (qAF), 
a standardized way of analyzing the quantitative properties of BAF 
images (Fig. 7). Introduced in 2011, qAF quantitatively analyzes BAF 
images, taking into account laser power variability and detector sensi-
tivity (Delori et al., 2011). qAF acquisition also includes image cali-
bration, incorporating magnification, refractive errors, and optical 
media density from normative data on lens transmission spectra. The 
acquisition software automatically calculates foveal distances, and three 
rings (inner, middle and outer), each made up of eight segments, are 
automatically placed at 2.88◦, 5.78◦, and 8.5◦ from the fovea. qAF is 
governed by IGOR (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR) or HEYEX (Hei-
delberg Engineering) software, and is nowadays mainly used for 
research purposes. Applying this approach to healthy subjects revealed 
increasing qAF values with age, associated with certain differences be-
tween ethnic groups and no significant effect on ocular axial length 
(Greenberg et al., 2013). A recent review article by Sparrow et al. (2020) 
described in detail the principles underlying qAF and its application in 
different fundus diseases. Although qAF assessment is still rare in clin-
ical practice, this approach can provide a very thorough quantitative 
description of pigment changes occurring at the posterior pole, and its 
use is expected to increase in the near future. 

While almost all BAF-related imaging modalities are based on the 
calculation of the absolute intensity of the images, fluorescence lifetime, 
defined as the mean time that a fluorophore remains in an excited state, 
has recently been explored as a novel way of examining the retina. 

Fig. 7. Blue-light autofluorescence and quantitative 
autofluorescence imaging. This is a case of Stargardt 
disease at an advanced stage, with a big central re-
gion of definitely decreased fundus autofluorescence, 
localized above a region of doubtfully decreased 
fundus autofluorescence, as shown by the BAF image 
(A). Moreover, multiple hyperautofluorescent and 
hypoautofluorescent flecks are visible over the entire 
posterior pole. qAF analysis (B) provides a detailed 
and normalized map of autofluorescence distribution 
of the posterior pole, providing the basis for a reliable 
quantification. Structural OCT (C) records a complete 
central outer retinal atrophy, including the involve-
ment of the inner retinal layers, and evident choroidal 
hypertransmission.   
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Fluorescence lifetime imaging ophthalmoscopy (FLIO) is based on the 
more general fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) meth-
odology and consists in calculating the exponential decay of fluores-
cence over time (Schweitzer et al., 2001). This technique has been 
implemented in Heidelberg devices and includes a 473-nm pulsed diode 
laser excitation and two emitted photons in two separate spectral 
channels, namely a short wavelength channel (498–560 nm) and a long 
wavelength channel (560–720 nm). FLIM-based approaches have the 
undoubted advantage of being dye-free techniques. However, when it 
comes to FLIO images, it is important to bear in mind that excitation and 
emission wavelengths partially overlap in several retinal fluorophores 
(Han et al., 2007) (Table 4), thus making it taxing to interpret FLIO data 
(Dysli et al., 2017). FLIO has been successfully employed in several 
fundus diseases (Dysli et al., 2017), demonstrating high sensitivity in 
detecting different patterns of pigment changes. 

Current qAF and FLIO approaches rely on high-quality images and 
the skill of the operators in acquiring them, while the field of view being 
limited to the posterior pole is a further drawback. 

GAF is an imaging modality that is still under-explored, compared 
with BAF. GAF is less affected by macular pigments’ poor light absorp-
tion than blue wavelengths (Delori et al., 2001), and thus represents a 
potentially more sensitive modality for investigating microscopic 
changes in the macula (Wolf-Schnurrbusch et al., 2011). The segmen-
tation and circularity tools described for BAF analyses can also be 
applied to GAF images. There have been few studies comparing BAF and 
GAF imaging approaches to macular atrophy evaluation. GAF has been 
found to be better than BAF in evaluating geographic atrophy (GA) 
borders and in assessing central alterations, including foveal sparing 
(Wolf-Schnurrbusch et al., 2011; Pfau et al., 2017). However, because of 
the limited data, BAF still represents the technique of choice in the 
autofluorescence-based evaluation of pigment alterations and atrophy.  

6. Quantitative metrics in optical coherence tomography 

OCT imaging is certainly the non-invasive approach offering the 
greatest opportunity to develop and test quantitative parameters, 

especially considering that not all structural OCT findings can be 
considered parameters or biomarkers (van Velthoven et al., 2007). 
Although there have probably been attempts to quantify all structural 
OCT findings, the literature regards only some of these as having a real 
clinical application. Indeed, alterations such as drusen and other debris, 
microaneurysms, choroidal alterations (clefts, hyperreflective columns, 
and caverns), outer retinal tubulations, hard and soft exudates, and 
many others should be considered disease-related signs rather than 
quantitative metrics. Their involvement in analytical processes is often 
hampered by their being regarded as dichotomic factors (present or 
absent). Conversely, many other structural OCT characteristics or al-
terations have improved their clinical impact by adopting quantitative 
approaches. The manufacturers’ software includes segmentation tools to 
measure retinal and choroidal layers and to create thickness maps. The 
evaluation of retinal thickness, especially central macular thickness, 
plays a major role both in clinical practice and in research settings, and 
is central to retinal therapies. As previously seen in autofluorescence 
techniques, the border between qualitative and quantitative approaches 
is not very clearly defined in OCT approaches either. Indeed, in many 
cases they are treated as dichotomic factors (present or absent) because 
of the intrinsic difficulty in collecting OCT metrics. This is the case in 
retinal exudation, for example. However, recent findings have made it 
impossible to regard retinal fluids as simply present or absent. Nowa-
days it is very important to distinguish between types of retinal fluid 
since localization has revealed a prognostic role for the diagnostic 
workup of exudative retinal diseases (Figs. 8 and 9) (Daruich et al., 
2018; Guymer et al., 2019; Spaide et al., 2020) (Table 5). Because of the 
clinical importance of each type of fluid, the current research is focused 
on developing an artificial intelligence-based approach to the automatic 
segmentation and evaluation of retinal fluids (Roberts et al., 2020; 
Moraes et al., 2021; Schmidt-Erfurth et al., 2022). Although promising, 
these approaches require very large datasets, high quality data and 
standardized follow-ups, thus still making them hard to employ exten-
sively in real-life clinical settings. 

Similarly, hyperreflective foci (HF) are commonly treated as 
dichotomic metrics. These lesions, defined as small, round or oval- 

Table 4 
Main retinal fluorophores, localization, function, and autofluorescence characteristics. Adapted from (Dysli et al., 2017) and expanded.  

Fluorophore Main localization Main Function Reference Excitation, 
nm 

Emission, nm Lifetime, 
ns 

Reference 

Collagen Connective tissue Structural – 280–350 370–440 ≤5.3 Maarek et al. (2000);  
König (2008) 

Elastin Connective tissue Structural – 300–370 420–460 ≤2.3 Maarek et al. (2000);  
König (2008) 

Flavin adenine dinucleotide 
(FAD) 

Retinal cells 
mitochondria 

Coenzymes of 
redox reactions 

Sinha et al. 
(2018) 

420–500 520–570 2,91 Koziol et al. (2006);  
König (2008) 

Hemoglobin Retinal and choroidal 
vessels 

Red blood cells 
composition 

– 400–600 non-fluorescent n/a – 

Lipofuscin Retinal pigment 
epithelium 

Visual circle Feeney 
(1978) 

340–500 540,430-460 up to 2.2 Sparrow et al. (2000);  
Schweitzer et al. 
(2007) 

Lutein Transretinal localization Light absorption Li et al. 
(2020) 

440–540 550 0.03–0.08 Barker et al. (2011) 

Melanin Retinal pigment 
epithelium 

Light absorption Feeney 
(1978) 

300–800 540 (broad at 785 
NIR wavelength) 

0.65–1.6 König (2008) 

Nicotinamide adenine 
dinucleotide phosphate 
hydrate (NADPH) 

Retinal cells 
mitochondria 

Coenzymes of 
redox reactions 

Darius et al. 
(1995) 

300–380 450–500 0,3 König (2008) 

Phenylalanine Transretinal localization Proteins – 240–270 280 7,5 McGuinness et al. 
(2006) 

Retinal (Shiff base) Retinal pigment 
epithelium, 
photoreceptors 

Visual circle Han et al. 
(1993) 

350 600–650 0.030–0.1 Bachilo and Gillbro 
(1999) 

Tryptophan Photoreceptors, glial 
cells 

Proteins Pow and 
Cook (1997) 

250–310 350 2.0–6.0 Guo et al. (2012); Guo 
et al. (2013) 

Tyrosine Photoreceptors Proteins Nag et al. 
(2019) 

250–290 300 2,5 Ashikawa et al. (1982) 

Zeaxanthin Transretinal localization Light absorption Li et al. 
(2020) 

440–540 550 0.03–0.08 Barker et al. (2011);  
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Fig. 8. Multimodal imaging findings in a case of advanced fibro-atrophic stage of age-related macular degeneration. The increased green-reflectance signal seen in 
multicolor confocal image (A) can be interpreted as extensive fibrosis involving most of the posterior pole. This corresponds to a definitely decreased fundus 
autofluorescent signal in the BAF image (B). Structural OCT (C) detects the presence of an impressive hyperreflective subretinal lesion, with complete atrophy of the 
outer retinal bands, and choroidal hypertransmission. Moreover, signs of subretinal (red asterisk) and intraretinal (green asterisk) fluids are also visible. OCTA is 
considerably affected by segmentation errors, with loss of information regarding the status of the superficial capillary plexus (D). The deep capillary plexus is shown 
to be almost absent, with projection artifacts and central suspended scattering particles in motion artifact (blue asterisk). The massive neovascular network is clearly 
visible with OCTA (F). The choriocapillaris (G) is highly impaired in the entire region affected by the fibro-vascular lesion. 

Fig. 9. Multimodal imaging findings in a case affected by diabetic macular edema. The confocal multicolor image (A) shows sparse, hard, exudated micro-
hemorrhages, and retinal microaneurysms. These lesions produce the masking effect shown in the BAF image (B). Structural OCT shows the presence of an extra-
foveal macular edema, with increased intraretinal hyperreflective foci (green asterisk) and intraretinal hard exudates (red asterisk). This image is useful in drawing 
attention to the main differences between HF and hard exudates. HF are smaller than hard exudates and not associated with a posterior shadowing effect. OCTA is 
affected by segmentation and motion artifacts (blue asterisk). The superficial capillary plexus (D) appears tortuous and apparently spared. The deep capillary plexus 
(E) displays flow signal voids and sparse microaneurysms. It is worth pointing out that the reduced signal might also be the consequence of a deep capillary 
displacement effect caused by the cystoid arrangement of the intraretinal fluid, thus leading to an artifactual reduction of vessel density. The choriocapillaris (F) is 
impaired, being also affected by an intraretinal fluid-related masking artifact. 
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shaped, well-circumscribed hyperreflective particles localized within 
retinal layers or in the choroidal space, are commonly interpreted as 
accumulated activated microglia and inflammatory cells. HF are mainly 
studied in relation to diabetic macular edema, where a high number of 
foci is associated with a poor clinical prognosis (Uji et al., 2012; Arrigo 
et al., 2020b). However, HF have also been extensively described in 
connection with other fundus diseases, including uveitis (Berasategui 
et al., 2018), retinal dystrophies (Romano et al., 2020a), and macular 
neovascularization (Arrigo et al., 2021b). The number of HF and their 
changes over the follow-up are considered very useful in monitoring the 
progression of AMD-related geographic atrophy (Fig. 10). Indeed, the 
Classification of Atrophy Meeting group showed a relationship between 
HF and both the risk of atrophy onset and its progression (Jaffe et al., 
2021). Furthermore, Cao and colleagues recently performed an inter-
esting histological study, showing that HF may be extremely complex in 
terms of origin and interactions with the other retinal cytotypes, and 
therefore an important sign of disease activity. Apart from having an 
inflammatory origin, some HF may arise from the RPE 
epithelial-mesenchyme transdifferentiation (Cao et al., 2021). HF are 
also viewed as predictors of macular neovascularization (MNV) onset 
(Arrigo et al., 2021b) (Fig. 11). 

Once again, automatic counting systems based on artificial intelli-
gence have been tested to make HF assessment easier and more reliable 
(Varga et al., 2019; Schmidt-Erfurth et al., 2020) However, these ap-
proaches are not really suitable for real-life settings. As a result, HF 
assessment is still not properly standardized, both in terms of cutoff 
numbers and retinal sectors to be included in the investigation (single 

structural OCT scan, entire macular volume? etc.), which remain arbi-
trarily established by researchers. For example, in a study that focused 
on central serous chorioretinopathy, Arrigo et al. found it useful to 
consider HF cutoff >10, obtained from three consecutive macular slabs, 
as clinically relevant to evaluate treatment response (Arrigo et al., 
2021c). In the same study, RPE and Sattler layer thickness proved 
clinically useful in providing quantitative cutoffs associated with the 
risk of MNV onset (in particular, RPE thickness <36 μm and SLT <50 
μm) (Arrigo et al., 2021c). 

Recently, Arrigo and colleagues proposed a dichotomic structural 
OCT parameter found in diabetic macular edema known as foveal 
eversion. This is taken to be OCT evidence of a completely everted foveal 
profile and was associated with high macular edema persistence and 
poor visual outcome (Arrigo et al., 2021d). Arrigo and co-workers 
interpreted foveal eversion as a structural OCT sign of Müller cell 
impairment, leading to the loss of structural support for the fovea, 
explaining the eversion of the foveal profile, and the disequilibrium of 
retinal homeostasis, which in turn would explain the poor absorption of 
the macular edema secondary to intravitreal treatments (Arrigo et al., 
2021d). The interesting aspect of employing foveal eversion as a 
parameter is that it makes evaluation in a clinical context feasible, since 
it does not require much technical imaging expertise on the part of the 
operator. We are now concentrating on distinguishing different patterns 
of foveal eversion that can be tested in diabetic macular edema as well as 
in other exudative retinal diseases. 

Potentially relevant information can be obtained by the enface 
visualization of OCT images. Indeed, the borders of a given retinal lesion 

Table 5 
Types of retinal fluids. The following abbreviations are used: optical coherence tomography (OCT), retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), outer nuclear layer (ONL).  

Type of Fluid Abbreviation Localization Pathogenesis OCT Interpretation Prognosis 

Intraretinal fluid IRF Within inner 
retinal layers 

Accumulation of fluid in cystoid 
spaces and/or inner retinal 
degeneration 

Hyporeflective Excessive leakage secondary to inner 
blood-retinal barrier breakdown and/ 
or effect of retinal cells degeneration 

Negative 

Subretinal fluid SRF Between RPE 
and ONL 

Accumulation of fluid in the 
subretinal space 

Hyporeflective Excessive leakage secondary to outer 
blood-retinal barrier breakdown and/ 
or effect of macular neovascularization 

Alone associated 
with better 
prognosis 

Subretinal 
hyperreflective 
material 

SHRM Between RPE 
and ONL 

Accumulation of exudation 
comprising serum, fibrin, and 
inflammatory cells in macular 
neovascularization 

Hyperreflective Deriving from fluid, fibrin, blood, scar 
or fibrovascular tissue 

Negative 

Pigment epithelium 
detachment 

PED Below RPE Classified as Serous, Drusenoid, 
Fibrovascular or Mixed 

Hyporeflective Associated with pachychoroid-related 
disorders, inflammation and/or 
neovascular diseases 

Negative  

Fig. 10. The role of hyperreflective foci in geographic atrophy. BAF (A) and structural OCT (B) reveal an evident case of geographic atrophy, with a well-marked 
region of definitely decreased fundus autofluorescence, corresponding to extensive disruption of the outer retinal bands. The inverted colors used in structural OCT 
(D) help to detect and quantify hyperreflective foci better, which prove to have increased in the altered macular region. Enface OCT visualization (D) enables the 
borders of the atrophic region to be detected even more precisely. After one year, the BAF (E) and structural OCT (F) images show that the atrophic area has enlarged. 
The structural inverted color OCT image (G) records modifications in the number and localization of the hyperreflective foci, now more clearly detected at the border 
of the lesion. Enface OCT (H) precisely highlights the expansion of the atrophic region. 
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can be detected with great precision. In paracentral acute middle mac-
ulopathy, enface OCT depicts the ischemic region in great detail, as well 
as detecting more patterns of the disease associated with different out-
comes (Ghasemi Falavarjani et al., 2017; Bakhoum et al., 2018). 
Furthermore, enface OCT can help to quantify HF (Cao et al., 2021) and 
to monitor the progression of geographic atrophy in AMD (Thulliez 
et al., 2019). Other structural OCT metrics have been the object of 
attempted quantification and are reported in Table 6. 

Ever more studies are turning their attention to the clinical relevance 
of the quantitative assessment of the choroid. This includes measuring 
choroidal thickness (CT), which can be done in several non-standardized 
ways. One of the most common approaches concentrates on the 

subfoveal CT, usually obtained from a single horizontal OCT scan. This 
metric has been found to have a clinical application in following patients 
and in predicting disease progression in several conditions, including 
wet and dry AMD, uveitis and pachychoroid-related disorders (Thorell 
et al., 2015; Ishikawa et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2016a). Another way to 
quantitatively investigate CT is to perform multiple measurements to 
address possible thickness changes throughout the structural OCT line. 
For example, in several studies Arrigo and colleagues found it useful to 
take five different choroidal samples by using standardized points 
(subfoveal, 750 μm on right and left, 1500 μm on right and left) on a 
high-resolution single horizontal OCT scan, considering three different 
measurements: CT, Sattler layer thickness (SLT), and Haller layer 

Fig. 11. The role of hyperreflective foci in AMD- 
related macular neovascularization. The baseline 
image (A) shows an intermediate case of AMD. The 
baseline image of the inverted color OCT image is 
also shown. After six months (B), one notices an in-
crease in the hyperreflective foci (red asterisk), 
especially in the choroidal side. After a further three 
months (C), the hyperreflective foci have increased 
even more (red asterisk), with an evident pigment 
migration within the outer nuclear layer. At the 12- 
month follow-up (D) the onset of a macular neo-
vascularization can be seen, with several hyper-
reflective foci concentrated around the lesion. Anti- 
VEGF treatments managed the original lesion well, 
leaving a hyperreflective plaque with no signs of 
exudation at the 18-month follow-up (E). However, 
the inverted color OCT shows an increase in choroidal 
hyperreflective foci near the border of the original 
lesion (green asterisk) at the 20-month follow-up (F). 
At the 24-month follow-up (G), we can see the reac-
tivation of the lesion in the same region (green 
asterisk), with no signs of exudation in the context of 
the original neovascularization. Hence, the analysis 
of hyperreflective foci changes may be useful in pre-
dicting the onset of macular neovascularization and 
in assessing the expansion of the neovascular lesion 
during the follow-up.   
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thickness (HLT). This approach was useful in categorizing several 
choroidal patterns associated with significantly different subtypes of 
retinal diseases, including retinitis pigmentosa, Stargardt disease and 
central serous chorioretinopathy (Arrigo et al., 2019a, 2020c, 2021c). 

A separate chapter deals with the choroidal vascularity index (CVI), a 
parameter derived from the post-processing elaboration of structural 
OCT data, showing its increasing clinical utility. This metric was intro-
duced in 2016 (Agrawal et al., 2016) as an attempt to apply a similar 
OCTA-based vessel density methodology on choroidal structural OCT 
data. In order to calculate the CVI, the structural OCT image needs to be 
binarized and the black/white ratio ascertained. The inverse calculation 
can be used to measure the stromal component. Rajabian and colleagues 
have previously used this approach, extracting the choroidal stromal 
index (CSI) to quantitatively analyze the stromal contribution to the 
pathogenesis of focal choroidal excavation, showing that the choroidal 
region surrounding the site of excavation displayed an altered ves-
sels/stroma ratio (Rajabian et al., 2020a). Although CVI has been suc-
cessfully applied in different retinal and choroidal diseases, as 
excellently illustrated by Agrawal and colleagues (Agrawal et al., 2020), 
we feel it is worth mentioning we employed the parameter ourselves in 
both retinitis pigmentosa and Stargardt retinal dystrophies. Indeed, the 
combined use of CVI and choroidal thickness allowed us to distinguish 
distinct choroidal patterns associated with different progressions and 
outcomes in both retinal dystrophies. Looking at this in greater detail, 
Arrigo et al. distinguished a normal-seeming choroid pattern, which was 
stable, choroid patterns exhibiting a major impairment of the Sattler or 

Haller choroidal layers, associated with moderate progression, and 
choroidal patterns showing extensive choroidal degeneration, associ-
ated with more severe progression (Arrigo et al., 2019a, 2020c). 
Studying retinitis pigmentosa, Iovino and colleagues reported a signifi-
cantly decreased CVI in eyes affected by macular edema, compared with 
eyes without this complication, suggesting a possible choroidal role in 
the pathogenesis of macular edema in this retinal dystrophy (Iovino 
et al., 2019). Using CVI made it possible to detect significant choroidal 
abnormalities characterizing eyes affected by pentosan polysulfate 
maculopathy (Wang et al., 2021). Arrigo and co-workers also used CVI 
to evaluate the effect of inflammation on the clinical course of diabetic 
macular edema. In the event, lower CVI values, together with a greater 
number of HF, was found to be associated with a higher 
pro-inflammatory profile and a better response to intravitreal cortico-
steroid implants (Arrigo et al., 2020b). 

To avoid evaluation bias, it is indispensable to perform the meth-
odological step of excluding choroidal regions showing hyper- 
transmission secondary to the impairment of the overlying RPE/ 
photoreceptor complex. 

Another very important structural OCT metric is ellipsoid zone (EZ) 
status. EZ is not a true anatomical retinal region; the term was intro-
duced in the OCT era to indicate the second hyperreflective outer retinal 
band, viewed as the site of the inner/outer photoreceptor segment 
junction (Staurenghi et al., 2014). This is considered the most important 
structural OCT parameter to evaluate the integrity of retinal photore-
ceptors. EZ evaluation has undergone various approaches, starting with 

Table 6 
Description and definition of the main structural OCT metrics, objects of quantification.  

Structural OCT 
Metric 

Acronym Definition Interpretation Method of Quantification Standardization 

Central macular 
thickness 

CMT Macular thickness measurement 
within 3-mm diameter of the center 

Increment associated with 
exudation, tractional phenomena, 
debris depositions or 
proliferations; reduction usually 
related with atrophic changes 

Linear measurement Standardized if using 
ETDRS-9 sector grid 

Retinal thickness RT Macular thickness measurement 
outside the 3-mm diameter of the 
center 

Linear measurement using multiple 
samples within the posterior pole 

Standardized if using 
ETDRS-9 sector grid 

Retinal nerve fiber 
layer thickness 

RNFL Measure of the innermost 
hyperreflective retinal layer at the 
posterior pole or at the level of the 
optic nerve head 

Thinnings described in several 
retinal diseases as a sign of inner 
retinal involvement; mandatory 
evaluation for glaucoma and other 
optic nerve diseases 

Linear measurement using multiple 
samples within the posterior pole or 
in the peripapillary region; often 
included in the ganglion cell 
complex, defined as the complex of 
the nerve fiber layer, the ganglion 
cell layer, and the inner plexiform 
layer 

Standardized if using 
ETDRS-9 sector grid or 
specific glaucoma- 
related grids 

Ganglion cell layer 
thickness 

GCL Measure of the innermost isoreflective 
retinal layer at the posterior pole 

Thinnings described in several 
retinal diseases as a sign of inner 
retinal involvement; mandatory 
evaluation for glaucoma and other 
optic nerve diseases 

Linear measurement using multiple 
samples within the posterior pole; 
often including the macular ganglion 
cell-inner plexiform layer complex 

Standardized if using 
ETDRS-9 sector grid 

Choroidal 
thickness 

CT Choroidal thickness measurement 
between the lower margin of the RPE/ 
Bruch membrane complex and the 
upper margin of the sclera 

Increment associated with 
inflammation, congestion or 
pachychoroid-related disorders; 
reduction associated with 
atrophic changes 

Linear measurement using subfoveal 
thickness or multiple samples within 
the posterior pole 

Not standardized 

Hyperreflective 
foci 

HF Small, round or oval-shaped, well- 
circumscribed hyperreflective 
particles localized within retinal 
layers or in the choroidal space 

Increment associated with 
inflammation, disease progression 
or retinal degeneration 

Counting in one or more (usually 
horizontal) structural OCT slab or 
treated as dichotomic factor 
(present/absent) 

Not standardized 

Disorganization of 
inner retinal 
layers 

DRIL Loss of definition of the boundaries of 
theinner retinal layers 

Associated with neuroretinal 
degeneration occurring in diabetic 
retinopathy and intepreted as a 
negative prognostic factor 

Usually dichotomic (present/absent) Not standardized 

Foveal eversion FE Structural OCT based detection of 
completely everted foveal profile in 
macular edema 

Interpreted as a sign of Müller 
cells impairment leading to the 
loss of foveal structural support 
and macular homeostasis 

Dichotomic (present/absent) Not standardized 

Ellypsoid zone 
status 

EZ status Evaluation of the integrity of the 
second hyperreflective band, 
intended as the structural OCT layer 
associated with the junction between 
the inner and the outer 
photoreceptors segments 

Attenuation, disruption or 
disappearance associated with 
degeneration of retinal 
photoreceptors; more complex 
classification; EZ reflectivity 
calculation 

Linear measure using multiple 
thickness samples; qualitative 
evaluation (present, disrupted, 
absent) 

Not standardized  
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mere qualitative evaluation: present, disrupted, or absent (Tao et al., 
2016). An international panel of experts has proposed a more complex 
EZ and outer retinal classification, including complete RPE and outer 
retinal atrophy (cRORA), incomplete RPE and outer retinal atrophy 
(iRORA), complete outer retinal atrophy (cORA), and incomplete outer 
retinal atrophy (iORA) (Sadda et al., 2018). The positive aspect of this 
classification is that it offers a detailed assessment of which outer retinal 
structure is involved in the atrophic process (Rajabian et al., 2020b); on 
the negative side, it requires a considerable level expertise on the part of 
the operators and it is difficult to apply this time-consuming evaluation 
in clinical practice. A pure quantitative approach is EZ reflectivity 
calculation. In this case, it is possible to calculate EZ reflective proper-
ties, comparing these to healthy subjects for reference. Romano and 
colleagues tested this approach in Best disease, assessing EZ reflectiv-
ity’s relationship with disease progression and identifying a new struc-
tural OCT parameter, to be known as optically preserved islet (OPI), in 
association with better visual outcome (Romano et al., 2020b, 2021b). 
Many other studies have reinforced the clinical relevance of EZ reflec-
tivity assessment in fundus diseases. However, operators should be 
aware of the possible influence of OCT signal attenuation sources and 
keep in mind the need for high-quality images (Lee et al., 2021). 
Reflectivity quantification could potentially be used to analyze all 
retinal structures and disease-related alterations. For example, Arrigo 
and co-workers adopted reflectivity calculation to investigate its pre-
dictive role in the administration of ocriplasmin intravitreal injection to 
resolve vitreomacular traction (Arrigo et al., 2020d). 

A recent step forward in the quantitative analysis of structural OCT 
data concerns the development of a quantitative tool focused on Müller 
cells. These are fundamental retinal cytotypes that run vertically 
through the entire thickness of the retina, from the internal limiting 
membrane (ILM) to the external limiting membrane (ELM), governing 
the whole structural and functional retinal homeostasis by making the 

neuroretinal functional unit (Bringmann et al., 2006). A key feature of 
Müller cells is their ability to concentrate light onto retinal photore-
ceptors without interfering with the properties of light radiation 
(Bringmann et al., 2006). On this basis, in a recent study, Arrigo et al. 
assumed that Müller cells corresponded to the transretinal hypore-
flective signal emitted between ILM and ELM (Arrigo et al., 2020e). This 
tool then selectively isolated this signal from the macular volume, 
providing a histologically matching representation of extrafoveal Müller 
cells, while also allowing these cells to be quantified (Fig. 12). As regards 
foveal Müller cells, these were hard to detect owing to the smaller di-
ameters caused by the greater concentration of foveal cells and by their 
z-shaped geometrical properties (Arrigo et al., 2020e). However, ours 
was the first attempt to isolate and quantify retinal Müller cells 
non-invasively, paving the way for interesting future developments in 
both the ophthalmological and neurological research fields. We are now 
working on the optimization of our algorithm to improve the detection 
of Müller cells in healthy eyes and to test this method in fundus disor-
ders, since they are known to be heavily involved in several fundus 
diseases (Bringmann et al., 2006). The noninvasive quantitative evalu-
ation of retinal Müller cells is particularly intriguing, since it might lay 
the groundwork for new kinds of analyses of both ocular and neuro-
logical diseases. Indeed, the neuroretina can rightly be considered a 
direct extension of the central nervous system. Glial cells are often 
involved earlier in neurodegenerative mechanisms (Gleichman, and 
Carmichael, 2020), thus making these cytotypes the target of potentially 
useful diagnostic approaches. This being the case, our method might be 
tested in neurological disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s 
disease and many others, with a view to assessing its diagnostic utility 
and its role in noninvasively detecting early alterations typical of dis-
orders of the central nervous system. 

Overall, considering all the structural OCT parameters described 
above, we can highlight the undoubted advantages offered by 

Fig. 12. OCT-based detection of macular Müller cells. Starting from a structural OCT image (A), the theoretical assumption is to selectively analyze the transretinal 
hyporeflective signal included between the ILM and the ELM, better visible on the magnified OCT image, where a single Müller cell is manually colored orange. 
Compared with the histology of the same eye, showing Müller cells marked by vimentin and glial fibrillary acidic protein antibodies (B), the OCT-based recon-
struction (C) shows a good morphological match, providing a non-invasive way of quantifying macular Müller cells. 
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quantitative OCT-based approaches in providing new insights into the 
pathogenesis of fundus diseases and in improving their diagnostic 
workup. On the other hand, most of these metrics still need to be stan-
dardized, and this is why we believe it is essential to establish an in-
ternational consensus among specialists regarding the most effective 
way to extract and analyze these parameters.  

7. Quantitative metrics in optical coherence tomography angiography 

OCTA is another large field in which quantitative approaches have 
been able to make breakthroughs in the assessment of physiological and 
pathological retinal characteristics. Compared with OCT, in OCTA the 
border between qualitative and quantitative approaches is more clearly 
demarcated. Indeed, most of the OCTA metrics are treated as continuous 
variables. 

Before describing OCTA quantitative parameters, it is important to 
stress that OCTA is able to provide only part of all the necessary infor-
mation regarding the perfusion status of the retina. Indeed, OCTA can 
only detect a blood flow signal within the range covered by a given 
OCTA device’s sensitivity (Spaide et al., 2018). For this reason, perfu-
sion reductions recorded by OCTA can be the result either of blood flow 
changes outside the range of OCTA sensitivity or a real loss of perfusion. 
Hence, operators have to bear in mind that OCTA is not able to distin-
guish between reduced but still present perfusion and totally absent 
perfusion and must always take care when interpreting OCTA findings. 
Furthermore, OCTA is a technique prone to several possible artifacts, 
which are described in a dedicated section, and requires very 
high-quality images for its findings to be considered reliable. 

A crucial step for most OCTA quantitative analyses is image binar-
ization. This involves applying a threshold to isolate retinal capillaries 
from the background. There are many tools that allow images to be 
binarized easily; one of the most popular is the ImageJ software package 

(Schindelin et al., 2012). Binarization might seem a simple operation, 
but several studies have demonstrated how large the thresholding 
technique’s impact on binarization can be (Mehta et al., 2019, 2020; 
Borrelli et al., 2021). Arrigo et al. have recently carried out a study 
including the principal thresholding technique to discover the most 
reliable binarization thresholds. This took into consideration the 
following outcomes: detection of retinal capillaries, calculation of 
overlapping percentages between binarized and original images, impact 
on quantitative OCTA metrics (Fig. 13) (Arrigo et al., 2021e). Based on 
their analyses, Arrigo and colleagues found the Huang, Li, Mean and 
Percentile binarization thresholds to be highly reliable, whereas 
Intermodes, MaxEntropy, RenylEntropy and Yen were associated with 
severe errors in detection and inaccurate binarized OCTA 
reconstructions. 

The foveal avascular zone (FAZ) was the first quantitative metric to 
be adopted. FAZ is a physiological non-perfused retinal area localized 
within the foveal depression region (Iwasaki and Inomata, 1986). The 
surrounding capillaries are arranged in a ring, making it possible to 
segment and measure the FAZ area and perimeter both at the superficial 
capillary plexus (SCP) and at the deep capillary plexus (DCP). The FAZ 
area can be analyzed either manually or automatically, with good 
reproducibility and repeatability (Carpineto et al., 2016; Ishii et al., 
2019). The FAZ area is considered a highly sensitive but poorly specific 
parameter associated with perfusion changes; however, it is subject to 
remarkably high inter-subject variability, even in healthy eyes (Takase 
et al., 2015; Linderman et al., 2018). The FAZ area proved to be enlarged 
in almost all retinal and choroidal diseases, whereas it was found to be 
smaller in foveal hypoplasia, retinopathy of prematurity and vitreor-
etinal interface disorders (Yanni et al., 2012; Pakzad-Vaezi et al., 2017; 
Bacherini et al., 2021). Less frequently used FAZ-related parameters 
include perimeter, axis ratio, acircularity/circularity index, and major 
horizontal axis angle (Linderman et al., 2018; Piao et al., 2021). 

Fig. 13. The impact of different binarization thresholding approaches on OCTA reconstructions. The main thresholding approaches are shown in the figure, with the 
final outcomes on SCP, DCP and CC reconstructions. The first line corresponds to the original OCTA reconstructions. 
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Vessel density (VD) is probably the quantitative OCTA metric most 
often considered. It consists in calculating the ratio between white pixels 
(retinal capillaries) and black pixels (background) on the binarized 
OCTA reconstruction. Since FAZ area variability might affect the accu-
racy of the VD measurement, the segmented FAZ area is usually 
excluded from VD calculation. On account of its high feasibility and the 
fact it does not require great technical skill, VD is widely employed in all 
retinal and choroidal diseases. VD reliability depends on the precise 
recognition of segmentation boundaries, the absence of artifacts, and the 
binarization technique selected. Although VD is a very sensitive metric 
of perfusion, it cannot distinguish hypoperfusion from non-perfusion, 
thus giving low values in both cases (Spaide et al., 2018; Greig et al., 
2020). VD is somehow useful in evaluating the distribution of perfusion 
within the volume of interest. Vessel length density (VLD) – the ratio 
between vessel length and unit area calculated on the skeletonized 
image – is another, similar metric (Lei et al., 2018). Skeletonization of 
the binarized image is an essential step in this regard. Skeletonization is 
the process used to reduce the dimension of an object to its medial axis, 
or skeleton, so as to distinguish its topological and geometrical features 
better (Saha et al., 2018). Many techniques can be used to obtain skel-
etonized images automatically; the ImageJ software package includes a 
reliable way to feasibly skeletonize OCTA images. Overall, the clinical 
contribution of VLD is similar to that provided by VD, understood as a 
measure of perfusion distribution. Unlike VD, VLD cannot be applied to 
the porous structure of the CC. 

Another, but less tested OCTA metric is the vessel diameter index 
(VDI), which refers to the average vessel caliber and is calculated by 
dividing the total vessel area in the binarized reconstruction by the total 
vessel length in the skeletonized image (Borrelli et al., 2018a,b). 

Many studies have proposed different quantitative methodologies to 
investigate the complexity of vascular networks. Fractal dimension (FD) 
is probably the oldest and is a geometrical index of branching 
complexity that can be applied to vascular microanatomy, calculated on 
the skeletonized OCTA reconstructions (Zahid et al., 2016). FD has been 
found to be lower in fundus diseases than in healthy controls and 
correlated with disease progression (Zahid et al., 2016; Bhardwaj et al., 
2018). As in VLD, FD reliability depends on the quality of the binar-
ization and skeletonization steps, and cannot be used to analyze cho-
riocapillaris (CC) features. Moreover, FD requires optimal image 
resolution to detect objects’ borders properly (Napolitano et al., 2012); 
this might prove challenging in the case of the very small capillaries 
characterizing the intraretinal vascular networks. Other metrics devel-
oped to analyze skeletonized images include the vessel diameter index, 
vessel perimeter index, and vessel complexity index, proposed by Chu 
et al. (2016). However, probably due to the high technical complexity of 
the calculation, to the best of our knowledge these metrics have not been 
widely reproduced in other studies, thus constituting a low level of 
evidence. 

Our own proposed OCTA metric, namely vessel tortuosity (VT), 
represents an attempt to overcome the resolution-related limitations of 
FD. This metric takes as its measure the Euclidean distance between the 
two furthest points in the skeletonized images of the SCP and DCP 
(Arrigo et al., 2018). To extract VT, Arrigo et al. used the ImageJ 
pipeline: Analyze - > Skeleton - > Analyze Skeleton. The theoretical 
assumption behind the interpretation of VT is the fact that intraretinal 
capillaries are negligibly affected by the vessel walls, thus establishing a 
direct relationship between VT values and blood flow perfusion (Arrigo 
et al., 2018). Arrigo and co-workers also tested the VT metric on 
AMD-related MNV, proposing a quantitative cutoff value of 8.40 as the 
dividing line between two clinically different subgroups of patients 
(Arrigo et al., 2020f; Arrigo et al., 2020g). Eyes exhibiting MNV VT 
values > 8.40 were associated with a significantly higher onset of outer 
retinal atrophy and worse outcome than eyes with MNV VT < 8.40. This 
cutoff proved to be applicable in type 1, type 2 and mixed type MNV 
forms, suggesting their closer relationship with MNV blood flow features 
rather than their anatomical localization. More perfused neovascular 

networks, as revealed by high MNV VT values, were associated with 
more aggressive and vision-threatening lesions. This metric has also 
been successfully tested in MNV secondary to other macular diseases, 
and was found a useful parameter in monitoring MNV evolution during 
treatment (Arrigo et al., 2021f). The combined use of OCTA and 
dye-based angiography revealed completely different pathogenic char-
acteristics of AMD-related MNV, always applying an MNV VT cutoff of 
8.40 as the discriminating factor. Indeed, neovascular lesions charac-
terized by MNV VT < 8.40 were more exudative at the baseline but less 
damaging to the outer retinal structures after a 1-year follow-up, 
whereas lesions displaying MNV VT > 8.40 proved to be less exuda-
tive but more likely to lead to outer retinal atrophy and visual decline 
(Arrigo et al., 2021g). 

Vessel dispersion (Vdisp) was developed as a measure of intraretinal 
vascular network disorganization – a gauge of the standard deviation of 
the Gaussian distribution of a given vascular network obtained from the 
ImageJ pipeline: Analyze - > Directionality - > Fourier components 
method - > Dispersion calculation (Arrigo et al., 2018). It was inter-
esting to test this metric on OCTA reconstructions obtained from eyes 
affected by intermediate and advanced AMD stages. Arrigo and col-
leagues found the Vdisp value increased progressively as the AMD stages 
advanced (Arrigo et al., 2018). 

Vessel rarefaction (VR) was developed to measure how distant ves-
sels are from each other in a given vascular network (Arrigo et al., 2018). 
Mesh hole analysis, available in ImageJ (Hotaling et al., 2015), was used 
to automatically detect and count all black pixels in discrete clusters 
between vessels, then extract a mean area (D’Amore et al., 2010; Tomba 
et al., 2010). Once again, high VR values were associated with pro-
gressively worsening AMD stages (Arrigo et al., 2018). 

Compared with the remarkable contribution of VT in analyzing MNV 
morpho-functional properties, Vdisp and VR turned out to be less useful 
in providing clinically relevant information regarding the neovascular 
network (Arrigo et al., 2020f; Arrigo et al., 2020g; Arrigo et al., 2021g; 
Arrigo et al., 2021h). Conversely, the combined use of VD, VT, Vdisp and 
VR in analyzing intraretinal vascular network properties proved useful 
in distinguishing different vascular patterns, both in Stargardt disease 
and retinitis pigmentosa. More specifically, high VD and VT, together 
with low Vdisp and VR, were significantly more successful prognostic 
factors in both retinal dystrophies (Arrigo et al., 2019b, 2019c). The 
intriguing findings obtained from fundus diseases may act as a stimulus 
to also test these new OCTA metrics in systemic vascular disorders, to 
assess their potential diagnostic role in evaluating the risk of disease 
progression, as well as the onset of cardiovascular and cerebrovascular 
complications. 

In addition to the standard OCTA-related limitations, these new 
metrics also experience the drawbacks associated with their application 
in biplanar OCTA reconstructions. From this point of view, it would be 
interesting to test these metrics in tridimensional OCTA reconstructions 
(Spaide et al., 2015; Borrelli et al., 2020). Although these approaches do 
not provide sufficiently high-resolution reconstructions yet, the future 
optimization of the tridimensional rendering algorithms would enable 
even more detailed quantitative OCTA studies to be carried out. It is 
worth pointing out, in addition, that VT, Vdisp and VR cannot be applied 
to the sponge-like structure of the CC. 

Fewer quantitative metrics have been developed for the CC plexus; 
VD thus remains the gold-standard quantitative OCTA parameter (Fer-
rara et al., 2016). Flow voids are a very interesting form of early CC 
alteration (Choi et al., 2015; Spaide, 2017; Lejoyeux et al., 2022). These 
are early-appearing spots of lack of blood flow signal in the sponge-like 
structure of the CC, occurring earlier than the extensive CC disruption 
(Choi et al., 2015; Spaide, 2017; Lejoyeux et al., 2022). CC flow voids 
were the object of the quantitative metric known as CC porosity (CCP), 
previously used to reveal early CC alterations occurring in the subclin-
ical stage of Best vitelliform macular dystrophy (Parodi et al., 2020a). 

When applied to the borders of the atrophic lesion, the evaluation of 
CC flow impairment proved useful in geographic atrophy to assess the 
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rate of progression (Nassisi et al., 2019a, 2019b). Moreover, CCP helped 
detect CC alterations occurring before the onset of MNV in AMD (Arrigo 
et al., 2022). CCP is calculated on the binarized CC reconstruction by 
applying a threshold selectively highlighting the black signal of the 
image, and the percentage area of flow voids is then calculated (Parodi 
et al., 2020a; Arrigo et al., 2022). It is very important to segment and 
exclude from the calculation all the possible sources of masking artifacts, 
including retinal vessels, drusen, and other retinal debris. This step is 
potentially prone to calculation bias secondary to the remaining pres-
ence of possible masking factors. Interestingly, CCP proved statistically 
significant without a concomitant significant reduction of CC VD; this 
suggests CCP has a higher sensitivity in detecting very early CC 
impairment than CC VD, which requires more extensive damage. 
However, CCP’s potential as an OCTA quantitative metric is relatively 
unexplored, and thus requires more extensive studies to assess its role in 
retinal diagnostics. All the above-mentioned papers highlighted how 
important the evaluation of inner choroidal impairment in fundus dis-
eases is. The quantitative evaluation of choroidal and CC interfaces may 
reveal useful earlier alterations that can be used in the diagnostic 
workup of fundus disorders. However, as excellently highlighted by 
Borrelli and colleagues, it can prove difficult to evaluate both the inner 
choroid and CC because of the presence of segmentation errors, pro-
jection artifacts and shadowing artifacts (Borrelli et al., 2018a,b). 
Indeed, the probability of encountering biases increases as the analyzed 
structures are deeper and the number of disease-related fundus alter-
ations greater. For this reason, it is to be hoped that further technical 
advances will provide improved reliability when analyzing deeper 
structures, and that specialists will agree on a standardized analysis. An 
intriguing approach to compensate for the shadowed CC signal has been 
proposed by Zhang and colleagues, who adopted the structural infor-
mation obtained from enface reconstruction of the CC to detect the re-
gions of attenuated signal and to compensate for them in the final OCTA 
CC reconstruction (Zhang et al., 2018). Although applied in a small 
cohort of twelve eyes, this approach provided a potentially stable and 
reliable way to quantify CC flow voids. 

In addition, Arrigo et al. have recently proposed a quantitative in-
tensity analysis of the MNV network that focuses on detecting primary 
and secondary capillary branches in neovascular lesions (Arrigo et al., 
2021i). The theoretical assumption was that MNV reflectivity offers an 
indirect estimate of perfusion. Arrigo and colleagues found a good match 
between OCTA reconstruction and dye-based angiographic findings in 
the early phases. However, as already found in previous investigations, 
the MNV network was found to be larger on late phase FA/ICGA angi-
ography than on OCTA (Told et al., 2018). Interestingly, this size gap 
involved the regions displaying low reflectivity on OCTA, thus sug-
gesting that this gap affects MNV regions with perfusion profiles outside 
the range of OCTA sensitivity. Hence, although MNV reflectivity rep-
resents a novel quantitative metric, it might have a useful role in 
assessing perfusion and filling features of OCTA reconstructions. 

Aside from the various advantages and potential pitfalls, all the 
OCTA parameters described above share the same need to work on the 
final segmented OCTA reconstruction of SCP, DCP and CC. It is therefore 
essential to work with high-quality images, reliable segmentations of 
corresponding retinal slabs, and a minimum of artifacts. To investigate 
quantitative OCTA features from a different point of view, Arrigo and co- 
workers have recently developed and proposed three quantitative met-
rics dedicated to the direct analysis of blood flow intensity signal on the 
b-scan OCTA volume. Arrigo et al. named these parameters total flow 
intensity (TFI), active flow intensity (AFI) and volume-related flow in-
tensity (VFI) (Arrigo et al., 2021j). Arrigo and colleagues developed the 
algorithm to extract these parameters, considering SCP and DCP sepa-
rately. For this reason, it was essential to select and verify the corre-
sponding retinal slabs, although it was not necessary to obtain the SCP 
and DCP network reconstructions. TFI is defined as the measure of the 
amount of volumetric blood flow in SCP and DCP, computed as the sum 
of the squared voxel flow intensity; it is the overall measure of OCTA 

signal intensity. AFI is the measure of the average blood flow over all 
“active” voxels in SCP and DCP, computed by also taking into account 
the number of voxels showing a flow signal. Indeed, AFI can be 
considered a voxel-specific measure of the intensity of the blood flow 
signal passing through SCP and DCP. VFI is defined as the measure of the 
ratio between a retinal layer TFI and the corresponding volume that does 
not exhibit flow activity in SCP and DCP. Hence, VFI was developed to 
consider the perfused volume as a factor for assessing the ratio between 
the amount of blood flow signal and the volume of interest. In healthy 
eyes, these metrics are able to explain a contradictory finding regarding 
the VD parameter. For healthy VD values in DCP are often found to be 
comparable to or higher than in SCP, although SCP is known to have a 
bigger network, with a greater flow than DCP (Gadde et al., 2016; 
Campbell et al., 2017). The SCP-DCP VD contradiction might be 
explained by the fact that VD calculation is based on planar re-
constructions, and does not consider the contribution of different retinal 
volumes in the two plexa, thus causing a potential overestimation of the 
DCP. In contrast, these novel parameters were found to be higher in SCP 
than in DCP, suggesting a more reliable assessment of intraretinal 
vascular status. Furthermore, Arrigo and colleagues tested these metrics 
in a small cohort of eyes affected by Stargardt disease as proof of 
concept. Once again, TFI, AFI and VFI over performed the quantitative 
vascular assessment of VD, providing more likely estimates of vascular 
impairment occurring in Stargardt disease (Arrigo et al., 2021j). 
Although promising, TFI, AFI and VFI are anyhow prone to several 
OCTA-related limitations, especially those that detect only the blood 
flow signal lying within the OCTA device’s sensitivity range. These are 
novel OCTA quantitative metrics and need further validations to 
determine their utility in clinical and research contexts. The quantitative 
OCTA metrics discussed are summarized in Table 7 and in Fig. 14. 

4. Imaging artifacts: classification and suitable action 

Artifacts constitute an unavoidable challenge for all imaging tech-
niques. Their presence may cause problems in interpreting the images’ 
findings properly and lead to potentially severe quantitative biases. 
Although artifacts can affect all the imaging methodologies described 
above, their impact on OCT-based approaches is the most severe. 
Indeed, compared with fundus imaging, OCT-based techniques require a 
longer acquisition time and greater patient collaboration. For all these 
reasons, considerable efforts have been made to reduce or avoid imaging 
artifacts. The techniques used in addressing the problem of artifacts 
include tools to apply during image acquisition and others more suited 
to post-processing acquired data. One of the key factors in successful 
image acquisition is eye-tracking, which is a way of obtaining reference 
coordinates, usually from an infrared fundus image, to follow and cor-
rect eye movements and fixation loss, and to facilitate the process of co- 
registration of consecutive acquired images. The introduction and rapid 
evolution of eye-tracking technology has had an extremely positive 
impact on the quality of the images (Lauermann et al., 2017). Unfor-
tunately, operators cannot blindly rely on eye-tracking to obtain good 
images, since it has been demonstrated that the quality of the images is 
directly related to acquisition time (Obuchowicz et al., 2019). Lengthy 
acquisition times do not allow eye-tracking to properly compensate for 
eye movements, thus providing poor quality data. 

Although several attempts have been made to investigate the prev-
alence and impact of artifacts on image quality and quantitative results 
(Enders et al., 2019; Holmen et al., 2020), no definite conclusions have 
been drawn as yet. When considering imaging data, we should always 
assume the presence of at least one artifact in most of the dataset, with 
variable impact on the reliability of the quantitative approaches. Simi-
larly, various attempts have been made to classify OCT and OCTA im-
aging artifacts (Spaide et al., 2015, 2018; Anvari et al., 2021), but the list 
continues to grow and the classification thus requires constant updating. 

In view of this, we would like to propose a way of collecting and 
classifying imaging artifacts based on their primary origin. Let us assume 
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that three types of artifacts are present: those associated with patient 
collaboration and fixation, those linked to the limitations of current 
technologies, and those related to disease-related altered retinal 
morphology. The main artifacts affecting OCT and OCTA images, based 
on what emerges from the current literature (Spaide et al., 2015, 2018; 

Pierro et al., 2017; Kashani et al., 2018; Anvari et al., 2021; Hormel 
et al., 2021a), are set out in Table 8. These three types of artifacts should 
not be considered separately; they may be intricately interconnected, 
cumulatively exerting a negative effect on the final quality of the im-
ages. A typical case concerns the segmentation artifact; this can be 

Table 7 
Quantitative OCTA metrics. The following abbreviations are used: superficial capillary plexus (SCP), deep capillary plexus (DCP), choriocapillaris (CC), macular 
neovascularization (MNV).  

OCTA parameter Acronym Definition Interpretation Sensitivity Specificity Pitfalls of measurement 

Foveal avascular 
zone area 

FAZ area Capillary-free region 
localized at the margin of 
the fovea both at the level 
of SCP and DCP 

Physiologic finding: FAZ 
area enlargement 
interpreted as early sign of 
reduced macular perfusion 

Highly sensitive 
for detecting 
perfusion 
reduction 

Not specific; FAZ area 
enlarged almost in all 
retinal diseases; FAZ area 
reduced in vitreoretinal 
tractions, foveal 
hypoplasia and 
retinopathy of prematurity 

Poor detection of borders; not 
standardized manual or 
automatic segmentation; high 
inter-subjects variability 

Vessel density VD Capillaries/background 
ratio applicable to 
intraretinal capillary 
networks and 
choriocapillaris 

Considered a measure of 
perfusion reduction/non- 
perfusion 

Highly sensitive 
for detecting 
perfusion 
reduction 

Not specific; VD reduced 
almost in all retinal 
diseases 

Errors related to not precise 
segmentation or artifacts; 
dependance from the 
binarization technique 

Vessel length 
density 

VLD Vessel length/unit area 
ration calculated on the 
skeletonized image 

Considered a measure of 
perfusion distribution in 
the volume of interest 

Highly sensitive 
for detecting 
perfusion 
reduction 

Not specific; VLD reduced 
almost in all retinal 
diseases 

Errors related to not precise 
segmentation or artifacts; 
dependance from the 
binarization technique 

Vessel diameter 
index 

VDI Obtained by dividing the 
total vessel area in the 
binarized image by the 
total vessel length in the 
skeletonized image 

Considered a measure of 
the average vessel caliber 

Sensitive for 
detecting 
vascular network 
changes 

Not specific Errors related to not precise 
segmentation or artifacts; 
dependance from the 
binarization technique 

Fractal dimension FD Geometrical index of 
branching complexity that 
can be applied to vascular 
microanatomy, calculated 
on the skeletonized image 

Considered a measure of 
perfusion disorganization 

Sensitive for 
detecting 
perfusion 
reduction 

Not specific; FD reduced 
almost in all retinal 
diseases 

Errors related to not precise 
segmentation or artifacts; 
dependance from the 
binarization and 
skeletonization techniques; 
limited resolution for resolving 
smaller capillaries 

Vessel tortuosity VT Measure of the Euclidean 
distance between two 
extreme points 

Considered a measure of 
amount of perfusion 

Highly sensitive 
for detecting 
perfusion changes 

Not specific; VT reduced 
almost in all retinal 
diseases; VT changes 
resulted associated with 
MNV activity 

Errors related to not precise 
segmentation or artifacts; 
dependance from the 
binarization and 
skeletonization techniques 

Vessel Dispersion Vdisp Measure of the standard 
deviation of the Gaussian 
distribution of a vascular 
network 

Considered a measure of 
the space-filling of a given 
vascular network, 
providing information 
about its disorganization 

Sensitive for 
detecting 
perfusion 
reduction 

Not specific; Vdisp 
increased almost in all 
retinal diseases 

Errors related to not precise 
segmentation or artifacts; 
dependance from the 
binarization and 
skeletonization techniques 

Vessel 
Rarefaction 

VR Measure of the mean 
distance among vessels 

Considered a measure of 
the amount of rarefaction 
of the vascular network 

Sensitive for 
detecting 
perfusion 
reduction 

Not specific; VR increased 
in retinal diseases 

Errors related to not precise 
segmentation or artifacts; 
dependance from the 
binarization technique 

Choriocapillaris 
Porosity 

CCP Measure of the flow voids 
of the CC 

Considered a measure of 
the early impairment of CC 

Highly sensitive 
for detecting 
perfusion changes 

Not specific Errors related to segmentation 
or artifacts; possible biases 
related with masking or 
attenuation effects 

MNV Reflectivity – Measure of reflectivity 
intensity of the MNV 
network 

Considered an indirect 
assessment of the perfusion 
distribution interesting the 
central and the peripheral 
branches of the MNV 
network 

Sensitive for 
assessing 
perfusion and 
filling features of 
intraretinal 
vessels 

Not specific Errors related to segmentation 
or artifacts; possible biases 
related with masking or 
attenuation effects 

Total flow 
intensity 

TFI Measure of the amount of 
volumetric blood flow in 
SCP and DCP 

Considered a measure of 
the intensity of blood flow 
signal passing through SCP 
and DCP 

Only methodological paper available; to be assessed by further studies 

Active flow 
intensity 

AFI Measure of the average 
blood flow over all ‘active’ 
voxels in SCP and DCP 

Considered a voxel-specific 
measure of the intensity of 
blood flow signal passing 
through SCP and DCP 

Only methodological paper available; to be assessed by further studies 

Volume-related 
flow intensity 

VFI Measure of the ratio 
between a retinal layer TFI 
and the corresponding 
volume that does not 
exhibit flow activity in SCP 
and DCP 

Considered an overall 
meausre of the perfusions 
state of SCP and DCP 

Only methodological paper available; to be assessed by further studies  
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caused either by poor fixation or excessive disease-related alterations of 
retinal morphology. In most cases, the effect of the artifacts can be 
mitigated, while maintaining a variable influence on the final qualita-
tive and quantitative analyses. When it comes to the manual correction 
of the segmentations or the images, the outcome will depend on the 
expertise of the operators. Similarly, several projection removal algo-
rithms designed to eliminate the projected false vessels from deeper 
OCTA reconstructions have been tested (Zhang et al., 2016; Ashraf et al., 
2020a; Hormel et al., 2021c). However, in many cases, the removal of 
the projections is associated with partial loss of deeper capillaries or 
regions of flow voids, thus leading to potential underestimations. Arti-
ficial intelligence-based approaches designed to automatically recognize 
and compensate imaging artifacts have also been tested in this field 
(Lauermann et al., 2019; Hormel et al., 2021b; Le et al., 2021). 

Further potentially relevant artifacts include “suspended scattering 
particles in motion”, in other words particles of various origin, such as 
lipid lobules, which may mimic the flow signal, thus producing a 
spurious signal on OCTA (Kashani et al., 2018). Similarly, several retinal 
lesions, including hard exudates and drusen, may be the source of a 
micro movement signal, wrongly interpreted as blood flow by OCTA 
(hence known as pseudo flow) (Hou et al., 2019). 

At all events, in our opinion once the presence of artifacts has been 
established, these will inevitably affect the subsequent qualitative and 
quantitative analyses, quite independently of any kind of image 
manipulation. This is why we advocate the development of a stan-
dardized imaging artifact grading system able to adequately address the 
problem of artifacts and to apply corrective coefficients to the final 
result. 

5. current limitations and future perspectives in quantitative 
multimodal imaging 

Bearing in mind all the topics discussed above, it is clear that 
quantitative multimodal imaging is undoubtedly subject to a number of 
potential limitations. The most important pitfall in quantitative multi-
modal imaging is the lack of standard rules developed by international 
experts. As things stand, researchers in the field of quantitative metrics 

can count only on good practice advice arising from spontaneous 
studies. This means that in many cases quantitative studies performed in 
the same field are not easy to compare, owing to the different quanti-
tative methodologies adopted. Similarly, although multimodal imaging 
techniques are considered highly reproducible, the possible effect of 
inter-device variability on quantitative metrics has not been fully 
addressed yet. Any variations in data deriving from different multimodal 
imaging devices might make quantitative studies poorly comparable to 
each other. 

In addition, the presence of imaging artifacts still represents a major 
source of potentially severe biases. In this case too it would be useful to 
develop a standard guide to imaging artifacts. Moreover, most multi-
modal imaging techniques work very well at the posterior pole, but are 
not really up to the task of assessing peripheral retinal alterations. The 
introduction of reliable wide field multimodal imaging technologies 
would be helpful if bridging this gap. Further advances in multimodal 
imaging might include optimizing eye-tracking correction algorithms, 
higher acquisition speeds and image resolution, and the development of 
entirely new imaging techniques. 

As seen in other research contexts, employing artificial intelligence- 
based approaches will undoubtedly lead to breakthroughs in the field of 
ophthalmology. In the meantime, artificial intelligence remains a proof- 
of-concept endeavour, rather than a bid to find a practical solution, and 
as such inaccessible to most research groups. Artificial intelligence- 
based approaches require very large datasets, reliable quantitative 
metrics, and considerable computational power. For this reason, until 
national and international network databases linked to high perfor-
mance servers are created, and standard quantitative metrics achieved, 
artificial intelligence will be unable to attain a meaningful presence in 
the field of ophthalmology. In any case, there is no denying that 
ophthalmology has always prided itself on its familiarity with high 
technology. This is why, now more than ever, it is essential to establish 
multidisciplinary groups, drawing together ophthalmologists, engi-
neers, mathematicians, physicists, and other specialists, who can use 
their different perspectives to ensure quantitative approaches reach the 
next stage in their scientific development. 

Fig. 14. Schematic representation of the main OCTA quantitative metrics. Orange arrows indicate the approaches used in the analyses, based on enface angiogram 
reconstructions of the raw macular volume. Blue arrows show the pre-processing steps to be performed before calculating the OCTA metrics. Green arrows lead to the 
final OCTA metrics (in bold). 
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6. Future progress in multimodal imaging 

There are certain to be further advances in multimodal imaging 
techniques in the coming years, both in terms of the examination 
methods and in post-processing techniques. Research efforts are 

concentrating mainly on developing diagnostic techniques in what 
amount to functional investigations, rather than on morphological 
approaches. 

We have discussed at length the importance of quantifying melanin 
in the human retina and the contribution of NIR imaging 

Table 8 
Main artifacts in OCT and OCTA imaging.  

Artifact group Imaging artifact Definition Main source Main effect Possible correction 

Patient- 
related 

Degraded image Presence of any source of 
obstacle/disturbance in the 
proper acquisition of image 
signal 

Media opacities (cataract, corneal 
defects, floaters, other vitreous 
anomalies) 

In most of the cases a masking 
effect on the final image or 
reconstruction; quantitative 
underestimation 

Repeat scan; use the averaged 
result of multiple scans 

Misregistered 
scans 

Pitfalls in the co-registration 
process regarding 
consecutive images of the 
same slab or consecutive 
slabs of the same volume 

Media opacities, poor fixation, poor 
collaboaration, no eye-tracking or 
obsolete technology 

Poor quality of the averaged 
image of the same slab; 
misregistered retinal volume with 
misaligned inter-scans 
boundaries; bias on quantitative 
analysis 

Repeat scan 

Cut edge Lack of part of the image Poor fixation, poor collaboaration, 
no eye-tracking or obsolete 
technology 

Lost of part of the information; 
bias on quantitative analysis 

Repeat scan 

Off center Decentration of the image Poor fixation, poor collaboaration, 
no eye-tracking or obsolete 
technology, no centration check 
before acquistion 

Unproper representation of the 
region of interest; bias on 
quantitative analysis 

Repeat scan 

Motion Image’s artifacts related with 
the excessive motion of the 
eye during the acquisition 

Poor fixation, poor collaboaration, 
no eye-tracking or obsolete 
technology 

Unproper representation of the 
region of interest; source of other 
artifacts (segmentation, vessel 
doubling, cutted images, etc.); 
bias on quantitative analysis 

Repeat scan; use the averaged 
result of multiple scans with 
masking effect correction 

Blinking Image’s artifacts related with 
the excessive blinking 

Dry eye or other sources of 
excessive blinking 

Tipically horizontal bar-like 
artifact with loss of information; 
bias on quantitative analysis 

Repeat scan trying to reduce 
patient’s distress 

Technology- 
related 

Segmentation No recognition/ 
misrecognition of 
segmentation boundaries 

Poor fixation, poor collaboration, 
no eye-tracking or obsolete 
technology, excessive disease- 
related morphological disruption of 
the retina (PED, retinal detachment, 
extensive fibro-vascular scar, 
proliferations, fluids, debris, 
bleeding), masking effects 

Unproper recognition of retinal 
layers, intraretinal vascular 
network; bias on quantitative 
analysis 

Repeat scan, manual 
correction of segmentation 
boundaries 

Projection False vessels originating from 
superficial retinal vessels 
which can appear in deeper 
retinal layers 

OCTA-related artifact related with 
the misrecognition of superficial 
motion signal in deeper retinal 
sectors, obsolete projection artifact 
removal algorithms 

Unproper OCTA reconstructions; 
bias on quantitative analysis 
(usually overestimation) 

Adoption of projection artifact 
removal tools included in 
OCTA manifacturer software, 
manual correction of 
segmentation boundaries 

Mirror Reflection of OCT retinal 
reconstruction onto itself 

Described in high myopia, it 
represents the misreconstruction of 
the peripheral part of OCT image 
caused by the excessive curvature of 
the eye 

Structural OCT inverted image, 
lack of OCTA reconstruction, bias 
on quantitative analysis (usually 
underestimation) 

Poor ways to correct it, manual 
correction of segmentation 
boundaries might help in 
limited cases 

Suspended 
scattering 
particles in 
motion 

Presence of OCTA motion 
signal outside retinal 
capillaries, interpreted by 
OCTA as blood flow 

Presence of suspended particles 
with light scattering properties 

Blurred OCTA signal, bias on 
quantitative analysis (usually 
overestimation) 

Post-processing approaches to 
reduce or eliminate spurious 
signal, preserving intraretinal 
vascular network 
reconstructions 

Blood flow speed Misdetection/no detection of 
blood flow signal outside the 
sensitivity range of OCTA 
devices 

Too fast or too slow blood flows not 
properly detected by OCTA 
acquisitions 

Lack of information, high 
variability among consecutive 
OCTA scans, bias on quantitative 
analysis 

Use the averaged result of 
multiple scans 

Disease- 
related 

Window effect Excessive passage of laser 
light caused by the 
disruption/absence of RPE 
and choroidal 
hypertransmission 

Reduced light absorption from the 
damaged/lacking RPE 

Excessive hyperreflectivity of the 
choroid with unproper 
recognition of choroidal vessels, 
influence of choroidal vessels on 
OCTA reconstructions, bias on 
quantitative analysis 

Manual correction, exclusion 
of choroidal hypertransmission 
area, exclusion of OCTA 
reconstruction of choroidal 
vessels 

Shadow effect Attenuation of the signal/ 
complete shadowing of the 
retinal structures situated 
below the shadowing source 

Associated with the following 
shadowing sources: retinal blood 
vessels, dense blood deposits, 
cotton wool exudates, hard 
exudates, RPE hyperplasia, 
intraocular foreign body, 
pigmented scar, choroidal nevi, 
fibro-vascular membranes, retinal 
hamartoma, calcium debris, others 

Lack of information, bias on 
quantitative analysis 

Poor ways to correct it, manual 
correction and exclusion of the 
interested region  
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(Lapierre-Landry et al., 2018a). Photoacoustic imaging, an 
ultrasound-based approach to melanin-specific assessment able to detect 
and quantify melanin within the retina, seems a promising prospect (Liu 
and Zhang, 2016). When irradiated by a short laser pulse, the optical 
energy absorbed by melanin is converted into heat, thus generating 
wideband ultrasonic waves that can be collected by a detector (Liu et al., 
2015). This introduces the interesting possibility of combining this im-
aging modality with fundus cameras, and NIR and OCT technologies, as 
has been shown in animal models (Liu et al., 2012, 2013, 2015). Simi-
larly, melanin could be quantified by means of polarization-sensitive 
OCT, which is a non-invasive way of analyzing the birefringence of a 
retinal sample (Pircher et al., 2011). In this case, the scattering prop-
erties of the analyzed samples were found to be related to both the 
melanin content and the size and shape of the melanin granules (Bau-
mann et al., 2012). 

Another promising OCT-based approach is known as photothermal 
OCT. The theoretical assumption in this diagnostic modality is the 
observation that the photons absorbed by a given contrast agent are re- 
emitted as heat due to the photothermal effect (Skala et al., 2008). By 
combining an amplitude-modulated laser with a phase-sensitive OCT 
device it is possible to measure the concentration and distribution of 
melanin in a zebrafish model, by analyzing its absorption peak (Lap-
ierre-Landry et al., 2018b). 

When using OCT-based technologies, it should always be borne in 
mind that backscattered light can provide useful information regarding 
the properties of retinal tissues. This is what lies behind the development 
of a technique called directional OCT, which is able to measure the 
magnitude and directional scattering of the RPE layer, correlating this 
signal with the concentration of melanin (Meleppat et al., 2019; Ni et al., 
2022). 

Looking at new technologies for assessing retinal vessels, optical 
coherence photoacoustic microscopy may represent a promising 
approach. As described above, optical coherence photoacoustic micro-
scopy is based on the physical principle that the optical energy absorbed 
by a given sample, in this case hemoglobin, is converted into heat (Liu 
et al., 2015). It has been shown in animals that it is possible in this way 
to obtain very detailed reconstructions of retinal vessels (Nguyen et al., 
2018). The outcome of this diagnostic modality can be further improved 
by using colloidal gold nanoparticles as a contrast agent (Nguyen et al., 
2019). 

These are just a few of the latest techniques, but they give an idea of 
the sheer speed of technological growth in multimodal imaging. In many 
cases, the new imaging modalities are based on OCT technology, since it 
is hard to suppose that other modalities could achieve similar levels of 
accuracy and resolution. For the moment, these approaches represent 
solutions that are far from finding an effective clinical application, 
owing to the considerable technical requirements and the need for 
validation and artifact assessment. Sometimes, despite the intriguing 
theoretical principles underlying these novel approaches, they are un-
able to improve on the performance of current diagnostic technologies, 
thus bringing development to a halt. Even so, we are likely to witness the 
introduction of new and potentially interesting multimodal imaging 
modalities in clinical and research contexts in the coming years. 

7. Conclusions 

In conclusion, in this survey we have provided what we hope is a 
comprehensive overview of the current state of the art and the future 
prospects regarding quantitative multimodal imaging. Multimodal im-
aging has radically changed the diagnostics of fundus diseases and has 
enabled morpho-functional retinal features to be investigated from 
different points of view. 

We have good reason to be enthusiastic about the high standard of 
accuracy and detailing already achieved both in clinical and research 
contexts. There are sure to be interesting advances in quantitative 
multimodal imaging in the near future, reinforced by the evolution of 

imaging technologies and the development of even more sophisticated 
quantitative metrics. Standardized guidelines, international consensus 
among experts on the uses of the technologies, and a uniform termi-
nology are urgent needs in the present. 
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